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BIG DEBTS BUT

Budapest, Oct. 17. A three-yeaold the emperor's nephew, fell In love with
may cause the rupturv of the!h1Pr while she wa;s lady In waiting to
monarchy, even if
iriinand wanted to marry the countess
the present dispute over the army immediately, but the emperor wanted
Question between the two countries is him, as heir to the throne, to con
tract an alliance with some European
temporarily adjusted
The bov is Prince Maximlllian, son princess, who would give strength to
of the Grand Puke Franz Ferdinand, the Hapsburg house.
throne, i Fran Ferdinand declined, and at
heir to the
and Ferdinand's morganatic wife, the! last, after a year's waiting, the emper-beautifCountess Chotek. Because of or capltulnted. Before the wedding
a house law of the Hapsburgs, Maxl- - took place, Franz Ferdinand was
can never succeed to the Aiu-- j pelled to make a solemn oath that the
trian throne, but the same conditions marriage was to be regarded entirely
do not prevail In Hungary, and if the as morganatic and that he would abide
present dispute between the Emperor by the loyal law that no children of
Franz Josef and the Magyars Is not a morganatic marriage shall succeed
ended to the satisfaction of the Hun- to the Hapsbiirg throne.
The Countess Chotek waa given the
garians, they may throw over their allegiance to the Hapsburgs. and rec- title of Princess Hohenberg, and all
ognize the claims of Maximlllian to her descendants "were to be Hohen-berg- s
and not Hapsburgs.
the Hungnrian crown.
But they forgot that morganatic
Maximillian's father, Franz Ferdinand, married the Countess t'hotek six marriage Is not recognized in Hun
years ago. She comes of one of the gary, and that therefore, on the death
most aristocratic families of Bohemia, of Franz Josef, the Countess Chotek
heir, who is I would be .Queen of Hungary,, thougn
and the
r

Million Nearly.
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Austro-Hungarin-

THOUSAND

Arizona Preachers Ask Congress to Forbid Gambling,
Lotteries and

)

PROPOSED

Austro-Hungarla-

STATE

Austro-Hungarla-

n

COMPLETE RECORD OF AUSTRO HUNGARY ROW

ittrttitHMiitiinrrtruiittTrTt

MINISTERS

Trouble became acute a few months ago over Emepror Franz Jo-seph's refusal to sanction passagS of law by Hungarian parliament
substituting Hungarian for Germai language of command in Hun- - 4
garlan army. language of commaid consists of only about UK)
words, such as "forward." "halt," which Hungarian recruits learn
like bugle calls.
Emperor dissolved parliament and ordered new election, which
resulted in sweeping victory for Higaiian language partisans. Coal- Ition then formed of various groups In Hungarian parliament, led by
Francis Kossuth, Count Apponyi, Baron Banffy and Baron Andrassy,
pledged to demand immediate pass tge of language law
Emperor instead of appointing one of the four leaders of the
lequirements,
coalition premier. In accordance with constitutional
that premier must represent party In majority, appointed the reac- tionary Baron Fejervary.
Baron Fejervary formed cabinet, but having only a minority In
parliament behind him, was unable tQ transact any business.
Emperor compelled to adjourn pailiament, which by declining
to vote any money, tied hands of Fejervary cabinet.
Emperor tried to induce leade s of coalition to accept office as
'
representatives of parliamentry majority, but they declined unless
emperor gave consent to language of command question.
Baron Fejervary suggested to emperor that he dissolve parlia- ment and order new election on a platfo.m shelving language" of com- rnand question and advocating universal suffrage. Such a platform
who have
would have turned flank of opposition for Hungarians,
very limited franchise, would havJ supported Baron Fejervary In- stead of supporting coalition's lah ruage of command question.
Emperor decided against this, on advice, of reactionary leaaers
,
In Austria, who pointed out that if Hungary had universal suffrage,
Austria would demand it, too, and instead of having only Hungarian
agitation to deal with, emperor would also have serious trouble with
V
Austria.
Emperor called meeting of coalition leaders, and though every- a
compromise
h
some
would have
to offer them,
one expected
arbitrary view, lectured them and dismissed them Jn a manner regard- Hungarian
by
i
whole
nation. '
ed as national insult
T
More failures to form a cabin 't and Hungarian prolog until De
'
'
cember.

ASK FOR PROHIBITION
Tucson, Oct. 17. A special from
Prescott, says that the Arizona Association of Congregational ministers
has adopted a resolution urging congress to adopt In the Arizona statehood bill a prohibition against the licensing of gambling, lotteries and the
sale of intoxicating liquors In the state
of Arizona, claiming a protection of
the Arizona Indians and the citizenship of the state, as provided in the
Oklahoma bill.

MISS ROOSEVELT'S

BIGjMPORT DUTY
Washington. D. C, Oct. 17. President Roosevelt has instructed Secretary Shaw to coUect the )egal duty on
all legally dutiable articles bi ought
back from the Orient" ty Miss Alice
Koosevelt. The total duty Is expected
to amount to nearly ?0,000.

t

THE LAKE SUPERIOR

MINING INSTITUTE.
Duluth, Minn., Oct. 17. The Lake
Superior Mining Institute met here for
its annual session today. The attendance is unusually large and an Interesting program has been arranged.
The members will visit the towns of
the Menominee Iron Range, Including
Iron Mountain, Crystal Falls, Iron
Kiver, and, possibly, Escanaba and
Gladstone. Nearly three hundred of
the members will take part in the
trip.

f
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NO PROSPECTS IN DECLINE
IN THE PRICE OF WOOL
Boston, Oct. 17. A fair business is
under way in the wool market, most
of the buyers being large holders of
ai lgrades. The natural tendency of
prices will be upward for a year at

t

FRANCE READY

LIFE MAY BE

TO USE FORCE

least.

Rare and Peculiar Against President Castro and
Venezuela by Blockade
Disease Which Criminal Has.
of Poits.

By Very

SPIRITUALISTS ASSEMBLE
IN LARGE NUMBERS.
The
Minneapolis, Minn., Oct. 17.
greatest gathering of Spiritualists
ever held in this country began here
this morning, when the National Spir
itualistic convention was called to order in the Unitarian church. Dele ONLYFOUR CASES ARE KNOWN
gates from every state in the Union
and from every provfnee in Canada
are in attendance, and among them
Chicago, 111., Oct. 17. Judge Tuley,
are many of the most noted Spiritual
presiding in the criminal court branch
ists of the country.
before which Robert Gardiner was
tried for the murder of Agnes MorLIEUTENANT IS IN
rison, found guilty of murder and recVERY HOT WATER ommended for the severest punishment, which the law inflicts, is in a
Leavenworth, Kan., Oct. 17. The di peculiar predicament, and has called
vorce suit of Couceptlon Vasquez, tne a meeting of the bench for the purpose
Filiulno woman, against First Lieu of considering the problem before him.
When Gardiner was brought before
tenant Sidney E. Burbank, of the
Sixth iniautry, which has attracted Judge Tuley to receive his death senmuch attention In the army, has been tence, the attorney for the prisoner
by
sensation
decided in favor of the wite. Word created considerable
has reached here today that Judge stating he would ask that sentence be
Bates of Iloilo, P. I., had granted a di- not pronounced because it would be
vorce to the wife, giving her custody impossible to carry it out. He exor the daughter, and allowed her ali- plained that his client was afflicted
mony of 100 pesos a mouth. Burbank with one of the rarest diseases known
is now on trial at Iloilo Dciore a court to medical science, an ossification of
martial on the charge of conduct un the vertebxae of the neck and, harden- becoming an ofiicer and a gentleman, ing of the cartllesanous tissues of the
trachea, which would artificially 'iiaKe
it impossible to execute the man oy
SIR HENRY IRVING WILL
SHAKESPEARE
NEAR
hanging. It would be impossible to
SLEEP
London, Oct. 17. A spot alongsido break his neck .because the verter-luacorpoet's
in
grave
the
Garrick
of
the
were grown together, and equally
ner of Westminster Abbey, has been impossible to strangle him to death,
Henry
of
Sir
burial
selected for the
because the hardening of the cartilage
Irving, and the body will therefore lie would prevent the compression of the
Shakesof
directly beneath the statue
tiachea.
Staflenson, of
Professor
peare.
Rush Medical College, who testified as
to the truth of this statement, said
that Gardiner's cae was one of only
ELABORATE RECEPfour cases of the disease on record.
In view of condition of delinquent
TION FOR BRYAN
o
imiiiaiito mat no win ue
ciiec'i
are t0 isimpri8onment
Manila, Oct. 17 Preparations
for life. It Is
here for an elaborate
1UiV,,(,
that th,s (.a(!6 wil, irove a
tion and banquet to be tendered to strnt! argument in favor of the
J. Bryan on his arrival in Ma-- j iUoa of banging and the a(Joi()n 0f
nila by native Utipinos, principal electrocution as the legal method of
among whom are the former lnsur- - executing criminals sentenced to death
gents. Generals Gomez and Luchan, in ttis gtate.
and the famous Lopez family. Thei
American admirers of Uryan are hold-lu- RAILWAY SUPERINTENDENTS
aloof from the Filipinos, and will
OF BRIDGES AND BUILDINGS.
give him a separate banquet.
Pittsburg. Pa., Oct. 17. The Association of Hallway Superintendents of
RUSSIA HAS ITS USUAL
BLOODY RIOTING SCENES ltridges and Buildings opened Its fourSt. Peterbburg, Oct. 17. la an en- teenth annual convention here today.
counter between the police and strik- AUmt two hundred members of the
ing printers at the government bureau association, which numbers over three
hundred, are in attendance.
AT the
of printing and engraving, this after-nouforty persuiis were injuivd. but meeting this morning, the visiting
membe.s were welcomed by C. W.
The printers bat
none
to hold a meeting against or- Kichey, master carpenter of the West
Pennsylvania division of the Pennsylder.-.
vania railroad, who Is the chairman of
the committee on entertainment.
A
COLORED MURDERER IS
IN KENTUCKY
papers were
number of interesting
LNCHD 17.
Virgii Mow- rent in the opening session. In the
London, Ky., Oct.
ers, a negro, was taken from the coun- afternoon the members were the
ty jail lu re la.st niglii and hanged for quests of tho local members on a trolthe murder of George Karris, a weal- ley trip to various fc'jints of Interest.
thy lumber .dealer, (lowers had just Several excu:sion and river rides are
been benteoced to life imprisonment planned for the entertainment of the
vuiting members.
for the deed.
e
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EXPLODES

Paris, Oct. 17. The departure of the
armored cruiser De Salx from Cher
bourg for the Island of Martinique,
French West Indies, inaugurates the
preparations for dealing with the Ven
ezuelan question with a strong hand,
if President Castro persists in his
present course.
The De Salx will be met by two oth
er cruisers at Brest, and the three will
proceed to the Freuch West Indies,
where they will be Joined by three
other French warships.
It Is understood that if no settlement shall be made liefore' the arrival
of the ships, a demonstration in the
imt.ne of a blockade of Venezuelan
ports will be resorted to.
MASS OF FIVE
TONS SPREADS DEATH
Chicago, Oct. 17. rive tons of mol-
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END OF WARS
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Proclamations by Can be Brought About
Him Which Will be
by Combination of
Far Reaching.

i

Three Nations.

EXPORTOF ARMS FORBIDDEN GREAT BfUTAN, FRANCE, U.S.
To

ANY

THE FRLVCESS CHOTEK AND PRINCE MAX1MILLIAN.
not empress of Austria, and her chlld-- l bitterly dislike Franz Josef and all the
ren would succeed to the Hungarian Hapsburgs, and It is only necessary
throne, though not to the Austrian
for them to repeal the succession laws
The emoeror finally succeeded In to change entirely the future single
whipping through the Hungarian par- rule of Hungary and Austria and ma-kliament a law declaring the children the Counters Chotek and the lad Maxof the Countess Chotek Incapable of imlllian the founders of a new Eurosucceeding to the Hungarian throne. pean royal house, as the rule; a of HunThis law was fought blttfrly by the gary.
Independent party in Hungary, led by
Inasmuch as tfilg would mean the
Francis Kossuth.
Independence of Hungary, it would
The Independent party wns then In also mean fight for Austria, and once
a minority, but now the Independents war 18 started there Is no telling how
are growing stionger dally and at last far it may reach over Europe.
practically have command of a parliathus a small boy may the the cause
mentary majority. The Independents of a tremendous political convulsion.

SIMPSON IS AT
DEATH'S DOOR THIS AFTERNOON
"

.1

L.

No Hopes Even of Rally,

and Before the Citizen

Again Appears, His Life Will Have
Ended on Earth.

Dominican Republic-Cabi- net
Officers May Remove
Without Trial
CIVIL

SERVICE

Wreck
Near
Disasterous
Cheyenne in Which Twenty

are Injured.

EMPLOYES

DIE

THREE WILL PROBABLY

,

Washlngtion, Oct. 17. The exportation of arms, ammunition and muni
tions of war from any port of the Un
lied states and Porto Illco, to any
part of the Dominican republic, Is pro
hiblted by presidential proclamation,
Issued at the state department today.
The action is taken after consultation with the Dominican government
and Is Intended to assist them in the
effort to prevent perennial revolutions.

St. Andrews, Scotland, Oct. 17. Andrew Carnegie was Installed as lord
rector or the university here today."
In his address Cr.rr.cs: a stated that
five nations, or even three, fcnnded together In a league of peace and Inviting all other nations to join them,
could banish all war In the future. He
suggested .that Great Britain, France
and the United States could couabln
,
and banish war.

CONSIDERABLE BLOW AT
CIVIL SERVICE RULES
Washington, Oct. 17. An amend
ment to the civil service rule, sweeping and comprehensive In Its character, was BUthorlned today by the pres
ident. Hereafter a cabinet officer
will have the power to remove summarily and without hearing any civil
service employe in his department,
who, to the personal knowledge of the
head of tho department, has boon guilty of misconduct or who is Inefficient
in the performance of his duties. With
ptrsonal knowledge, the cabinet officer at the head of the department has
absolute power.

TRAIN OUT OF CHEYENNE
IS DISASTROUSLY WRECKED.
Cheyenne, Wyo., Oct. 17. In a disastrous 'wreck on the Cheyenne &

Northern railroad, thirty miles north
of this city today, twenty persons are
reported lnju.ed, three of them probably fatally. The northbound train was
derailed on a sharp curve.

.CONFERENCE HELD
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Chicago, HI., Oct. 17. The ceremonies In connection with (he installation
of Edmund J. James as president of
Illinois University began today and
NORTH CAROLINA ASKS
PLAC EFOR VANCE STATUE. will extend over three days. One of
Raleigh, N. C, Oct. 17. The fifth the most important features In con- -'
annual meeting of the North Carolina nection with the 'event will be the
Conference, whieu be
Uterary and Historical association intercollegiate
HTVia
aron
tnrlav
irr 9 AtAn rt A
will be held In the Music hall of the
which is attended by a large number,
Olivia Raney
this evening. of
trustees of American colleges and
The session will open with a discussion of the proposition to petition con- universities, will hold a number of
gress to place a statue of Senator sessions in which many Important
Vance In Statuary Hall, Washington. questions In regard to the manage
and the administration of col
Several proralnont speakers will ad- ment
dress the meeting on that tiubject. leges and universities vlll ha disTho president, Robert W. Winston, of cussed. The progiam of the conferDurham, will deliver his "annual ad graphs,
dress, and Professor D. H. Hill of proper and seeks to establish the.
place which the trustees, the
West Raleigh, will speak on the bibli
ography of North Carolina during the presidents, the faculties and the sto-present year. Tho need of a Tne.pTOor dents shall nave In .the administration,
mangemvnt of coi.legea.and uniTerv
state library and enlargement of the and
state capitol will also be discussed. slties.
and then officers will be elected and
ODD FELLOWS MEET AND
the Patterson cup will he awarded.

.

Vi fit-- ..

Wichita, Kus., Oct. 17
Jerry Simpson is at death's door.
He has not been able to take nourishment since yesterday, and his physicians say it is only a question as to
how long he can hold this condition.
The end may come at any hour, and
the physicians say he can hardly survive twenty-fou- r
hours in any event.

(It Is said that the Simp.-.ofamily
can trace its origin back v Wil'lam
the Conqueror. One- - oi William s
trusted henchman was Sims Frasier,
who settled near Aberdeen, Scotland,
where he became head of a clan
known as Sims Sons, easily corrupted
later Into Simpson.
Jerry Simpson's father was a sawmill owner and sailor on Prince Edward's Isle, where Jerry was born In
1842. When Jerry was a small boy,
the family moved to Upper Canada.
At 14 Jerry left home and became a
cook in a lake steamer. Afterward he
was mate of one of the large lake sail
ing vessels.
At the outbreak of the Civil war
he enlisted with the Twelfth Illinois
Infantry, but after three months of
service was discharged on account of
disability and resumed life as a sailor
and continued this occupation for fifteen years.
In 1880 he went to Kansas, first liv
ing In Jackson couuty. He lost the
accumulations of years' hard work by
bad crops.
He moved to Medicine
Lodge and, it is said, was on the verge
of bankruptcy when elected to con
gress, In which he served two terms,
as a popudst.
Of late years he was affiliated with
tne democratic party and last year
was a candidate for nomination as del
egate to congress from New Mexico

before the democratic convention, but
was defeated .by George P. Money. It
was thought by many that he would
be a candidate on the democratic tic
ket for United States senator if New
Mexico were admitted to the'nion.
Not only will Kansas mourn the
death of Jerry Simpson, but New Mex
leo will also keenly feel his loss.
Wlien Mr. Simpson moved to the Pe- -

If

fmmmMi

BANQUET

OUT FOR GOOD JOB
GOES TO WASHINGTON TO BE EX
FOR
AMINED
INSPECTORSHIP

SAFETY APPLIANCES.

JKKKY

SIMPSON.

cos valiey five years ago he at once
began to work for the Interests of
southeastern New Mexico. Soon after
locating at Roswell, he chartered a
special car. loaded It with products of
the valley and made a tour of the mid
dle states. This trip as much as any
one thing did much to encourage Immigration to that section of the territory and the name of Jerry Simpson
will go down In territorial history.)

Inquestorial and Pleads

Ignorance of Details of Company's Management.
Hughes Wonders What Hired for.
must answer the questions as to dividends and how calculated.
Although pressed by Hughes. Mc
Curdy repeatedly "refused to answer,'
the questions along this line.
McCurdy said he thought the inves
ligation should be executive. Ho said
the witnesses' replies were replied dis
toned and that the witnesses were
made to look like criminals. Continuing the examination, Hughes brought
out the statement that salaries had
been slightly reduced in the reforms
of clerical force and general agencies
"I have not reduced the salaries of the
executive officers they may never be
cut. mere are none too fat, anyway,
said McCurdy,
VERMONT HOLDS ITS
SUNDAY SCHOOL ANNUAL
St. Johnsbury, Vt., Oct. 17 The 37th

annual convention of the Vermont
Sunday School association will open
here this evening. The town Is a!
ready filled with delegates from all
paits of the state, many of whom are
accompanied by their wives. Several
leading pastors and many prominent
Sunday school workers of this state
and adjoining states art In attendance
and an interesting convention is expected. Among the suwakers from
abroad will be tho International chairman of the Sunday School association.
W. N. Hartshorn and Mrs Mary Foster Hryuer, one of the rnoac prominent
international field workeri Iloth will
address the convention toKiorrow.

(N MAINE.

Brakeman Henry Kirch, of the Al- division, left this
morning for Washington, D. C, where
he goes to be examined for the posi
tion of government Inspector of safety
appliances on railroad cars. The po
sition pays $125 per month, with $4
per day expenses, and Is considered a
Job worth having. Mr. Kirch has had
a wide experience with railroad equip
ment, as a brakeman. and as he la a
Rough Rider no doubt he will be suc
ing.
cessful in passing the examination.
buquerque-Wlnfllo-

IRON OF HUGHES' QUESTIONS

ten metal exploded today at the Joliet
plant of the Illinois Steel company.
(iiii man is dead, three are lata! y
burned and half a dozen are ho badly
New York, Oct. 17. The legislative
burned that they may die. Many others suffered severe burns on feet and committee investigation life Insurance
bands.
business, resumed its sessions today.
president of tho
Richard McCurdy,
THEATERS MAY SAY
Mutual Life, was the f.rst witness.
WHOM THEY'LL ADMIT During the examination, Mr. Hughes
announced that the committee had re17.
Oct.
owners
The
and ceived a large number of letters relaN'ew Yor' ,
mangers o the N'ew York theaters aie tive to dividends on the policies of the
highly pleased with the recent decis- Mutual. Some of them ho read.
ion of Justice J. H. Urown, of the
One writer said that on his policy
Pennsylvania supremo court, bearing
upon the rights of theaters and their he first received J55.76. This was cut
patrons, and express the hope that the by degrees until in lH'M he received
principle involved In fho decision will
McCurdy said that the committee
also be recognized by the New York
courts. The decision referred to was had the wrong witness. It was the
given by Justice Urown In Plttsbuig, acutary who looked after dividends,
Pa.. In the suit of Wilbur Homey and tin: president, he, did not have the
against Nixon &. Zimmerman, on an information. ftlcC'urdy also complainappeal from a Philadelphia court. ed of the general character of the inHomey sued for damages because on vestigation. He had not understood
February Oth, last, he did not get the that the intention was to ;nake it an
seats for which he held eight tickets. inquisition. He replied that it was inJustice Drown, In his decision sail: deed an inquisition.
"We will have occasion to call your
"The proprietor of a theater is a pri
vate individual, engaged Jn a strictly actuary," said Hughes ,"Hut I want to
private business, which, though for know what you know about the comthe entertainment of the public, Is al- pany. You have n salary of $15u,t'.w.
ways limited to those whom he may I want to learn for what you are reagieu to admit to it. There is no duty sponsible."
as In the case of a common carrier,
"You are trying to prove me a foul,"
to admit every one who may apply, the witness rep. led .
"Without commenting on that which
and be willing to pay for a ticket to
the theater. The proprietor has ac- obviously requires no comment, let me
quired no peculiar rights and privil- ask you to teli us to t he best of your
eges from the s'ate. and therefore, ability some of the lines on which the
is under no Implied obligation to serve company is conducted.'' said Hughes.
the public."
ilcCurdy Insisted tbut the actuary

,

Portland, Me., Oct. 17. Odd Fellows
and members of the Rebekah lodges of '
this state aro assembled here In large
numbers to attend their annual meetings, which hold sessions here today
and tomorrow. The Rebekah assembly of Maine met this morning at Rebekah Hall, In the Baxter block, and
will remain In session all day, finishing its business before ' adjournment'
tonight. The dolegates will be entertained tomgw. and tomorrow by the
local members of the order.
The annual banquet and meeting of
the Past Grand Representatives association, I. O. O. F., will be held at
Odd Fellows' Hall "and will occupy all
forenoon and the greater part of the
afternoon. The Or an J Ercampment
of the Odd Fellows of Maine will be
held at Odd Fellows' Hall in the even-

ROUGH RIDER KIRCH

McCURDY AGAIN SITS ON HOT

He Thinks Examination

.

.

'

PERHAPS SAVED

CARNEGIE SAYS

QUITE ACTIVE

n

.

2M

NUMHEK

PRESIDENT IS

com-millla- n

New York, Oct. 17. James A. Simmons, a promoter and contractor, has
filed a petition in bankruptcy, with
liabilities placed at $4;t5,474 and nominal assets of $4.UU0 in bonds of the
Richmond Standard Steel Spike &
Iron company. His liabilities are principally on notes for borrowed money,
on open accounts, and upon deficient
judgment for foreclosure of mortgages. Among Simmons' creditors are
Kusseil Sage, $21,05; and the Wilson
County Oil company of Texas, $43,9U0.
ARIZONA

17, 11)05.

OF
HIS FATHER
AND
DESPITE THE MORGANATIC MARRIAGE
MOTHER. PRINCE MAXIMILLI AN IS LIKELY TO BE TAKEN UP BY
THE HUNGARIANS AND MADE INDEPENDENT RULER OF AN INMEANS
FIGHT
BUT INDEPENDENCE
DEPENDENT COUNTRY
AND MAYBE A TERRIBLE WAR

Simmons, New York Promoter, Owes Half

DRINKING

OCTOUEH

A SMALL BOY MAY DESTROY PEACE OF ALL EUROPE

SMALL ASSETS

AND OWNS FOUR

NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY EVENING,

NATIONAL

ADVOCATES
FAILF.D TO

PURITY PEOPLE
HOLD A CONFERENCE.

ORGANIZE

La Crosse, Wis., Oct. 17. Delegate
from all parts of the United States
IN APACHE COUNTY, ARIZONA, SO and Canada are assembled here to
FROM THAT take part in the National Purity ConA STORY
GOES
ference, which opened its sessions
SECTION OF THE COUNTRY.
here today. The attendance la very
A good story comes from Apache large and nearly all prominent socicounty, Arizona, which reflects the eties and organization which are acstated tive In promoting and furthering pubdesperation of the anti-Joiof Arizona in their lic purity of morals, are represented
hodd leaguers
by delegates.
Great interest in the
tight against what seems Inevitable
Joint statehood. When Delegate Mark conference Is manifested and it is beSmith and tho remainder of the Fnoe-ni- x lieved that It will prove the most Imparty started out to organize anti- - portant of Its kind ever held In this
The purpose of the confer
Joint statehood leagues over Arizona, country
they attempted to confer the omces of ence Is to consider and discuss the
president and secretary, one each of present situation in the country as
whom was appointed in each of the pertains to the cause of purity. Res- counties, upon prominent cue work, preventive methods, tho
thirteen
democrats and republicans, dividing traffic In girls, law enforcement, di
the appointments as near as possible vorce, race suicide, state toleration of
the social evil, additional laws now
between the two party lines.
In Apache county they conferred the needed, will each and all receive atresponsible position of president upon tention, whilo methods of agitation
Dr. Sampson, of Wlnslow. The posi- and education for promoting a higher
tion is a responsible one, because standard of purity in family and indis
vidual lifo will be recommended.
Apache county Is more than
and
for Joint statehood,
tney attempted to convey the respon- ILLINOIS WOMEN'S CLUBS
WILL FIGHT TUBERCULOSIS.
sibility of secretary upon Reamer
Joliet, 111., Oct. 17. The eleventh
Ling, editor of the Apache Countv
News and St. John's Herald, hoping annual convention of tho Federation
to quell Mr. Ling's ardor for the Joint- of Illinois W omen's Clubs opened here
ure measure by the honor of the posi- today, and promises to bo one of the
tion. Mr. Ling naturally resigned, most important meetings of that orand the honorable secretaryship was ganization ever held. Among other Imthen offered to the late Judjie Watron portant matters that will come up for
will bo a plan for makof Holbrook. Judge Wation refused
the Job, and the Apache county anti-Joi- ing war upon tuberculosis In this
statehood league is still looking state. Committees will be organized
with
lor the purpose of
for a secretary.
Apache county Is ono of tho un various other organizations of women
a
organizations
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TWO BRITISH MARINE OFFICERS

WERE CAPTURED BY BANDITS
Tangier, Morocco, Oct. 17. Two rlnes. They hail an escort of twenty-liritls- h
marine ofTlcora were captured one Riff tribesmen and were attacked
and carried off by the Anjera tribe by ouly half a dozen of the Anjeraa
to Ceuta from the 'under a brother of alieute. th brlg- whilo returning
liritlsh repair ship Assistance, re- iaml chief, who was recently arrested
st Tangier. The Riffs nod and the- cently wrecked In Tetuan bayj
officers were overpowered. Tne
Th otlicers captured are Captain
John E. C'rowther and Lieutenant
iduie band later assassinated tho govA. Shu' Ion, of the Royal Ma ernor of Ceuta and hU son.
d
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ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

0

Double-siz-

Lots

e

$100, $150, $200

50x142 Feet.....
I

AT THE CLOSE OP BUSINESS,

0

RESOURCES

PER LOT, INSTALLMENT PLAN:

Loans and Discounts,

-

LIABILITIES

-

$1,191,220.39

Bonds, Stocks, Real Estate,

Only $10.00 Down, $1.00 Per Week

Eastern Addition, Highland
Sixteen of these lots sold last week

o,
0

Total,

0

D. K. B. SELLERS Manager.

.....

Cash and Exchange,

1,340,015.50

38,509.00

0
$ 285,039.28

.

.

-

KILLED HIMSELF

0

1,663,015.50

Total,

$2,955,958.49

0

A. T. & S. F.

Railway System

0

v
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Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure

ally discharged, the load of shot passing through his right lung. Death resulted almost instantaneously.
Valdez started out hunting yesterday afternoon, accompanied by a small
Mexican boy. They chose the high
what you aat, take tha strain off
ground around Fort Bliss for their dlflresta
the heart, and contribute nourishment
hunting ground, and Valdez succeeded of
strength and health to every organ of tha
On their body. Cures Indigestion,
in killing several rabbits.
way home, at a point about two and Stomach, Inflammation Dyspepsia, Sour
of the mucous
a half miles north of Evergreen ceme- membrane lining the Stomach
and Digestery, Valdez chased a rabbit into a tive Tract, Nerrou Dyspepsia and
Catarrh
endeavorhole in the ground. While
of tha Stomach.
ing to punch the rabbit out wlth the
eatinr my foed weaM dlctrate taa 17 nakbw
butt end of his gun the weapon was Altar
heart palpitate and I would beoome very weak.
discharged as it pointed directly at my
Finally I (at a bottle of Kcdol and U gat
The entSre load
his right breast.
After atinf a law bettlae I am cured,
MRS. LORINO NICHOLS, Pens Yea, K. T.
fiom the gun passed through his right)
lung and he fell to the ground on his I had etamaoh trouble and wee to e bad etete a I
hands and knees. The little boy wno ad heart treuble with It I took Kodol Dytpepaia
was hunting with Valdez was a short Oar lor about few BMOthe and it cured ma.
KAUBLB, Nevada,
distance away when the accident occurred, but when be beard the shot'
be looked in the direction from which
the report came and saw Valdez grop-- j
i!f
kilna.fcUowlW14am tee
ing on his hands and knees. He. ran Hm
rtMe . tw Lfc-- 1 1
mwTui.iJ.am
tlw.
a o... ouofj a. J
io mm, mu uy vne lime me Doy readiIU,llw
ed his side, Valdez was dead.
aJl
by
For
sale
druggist.
The boy ran for assistance, and at
the cemetery met two American boys,
OFFICIAL MATTERS
and the three hastened to police headquarters, where the accident was reported. The police notified McBean
Postmaster Appointed.
& Simmons, and a man accompanied
Emma De Vore has been appointed
by the little 'Mexican boy was sent postmaster
at Tohatchie, McKlnley
out to get the remains. The boy had county.
forgotten the exact location of rwhere
Postofflce Discontinued,
Valdez fell and the undertaker searchThe postofflce at York, Graham
ed for over an hour in the dark before county, Arizona, has been disconthe body was found.
tinued. Mail addressed to York will
Valdez was about 32 years of age in the future be sent to Guthrie.
of Juan Ellas,
and was a
Poetoffice Eatabliahed.
Janitor of the court hous ' He leaves
A postofflce has been established at
a widow and two ismall children. He Acomlta. Valencia
county, to be
wag a printed by occupation and was served from Grants, eighteen miles to
a member of El Paso Typographical the west. Augustus D. Allen has been.
Union, No. 370. under the auspices of appointed postmaster.
which the funeral will probably occur. Poetoffice Recommended for Establishment.
THE WHALE SHARK.
Delegate to Congress W. H. AnInteresting
of.
most
of
fishes
the
One
drews has recommended for establishand' by far the largest of ail is the ment the following postofflces: Eprls,
Rhineodon typus. This has received Guadalupe county, W. H. Earlckson
name whale to be postmaster: Riverside, San Juan
the
shark, although, under the native In- county, Periey A. George to be postdian name, Mhor, it has been the ob- master.
ject of a regular fisheiy for a long
time along the northwestern coast of
PROPOSALS FOR REPAIRS,
India.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES, MOVING
suppose
might
naturally
One
that BUILDINGS, ETC. Albuquerque, N.
the animal was so rare that nothing M
1905.
Sealed proposals,
was known of it range and habits if endorsed "PROPOSALS FOR REthe most recent works were consulted. PAIRS, ETC.," and addressed to the
Goo. Bulst, writing in 185o, says: "The undersigned at Albuquerque, N. M..
greatest, the most gigantic, of the will be received at the Indian school
sharks is one not uncommon in the until 2 o'clock p. m., Saturday, NoIndian ocean, but which, on account vember 4, 1905, for furnishing and deo fits huge size, is represented by re- livering the materials and labor for
mains in very few museums, and U painting 4,009 yards, varnishing 1,251
little known. It is the Rhlneodon yards, and kalsomlning 4,306 yards of
typus, the not Inappropriate name of surface, 2,158 sqflare feet of blackwhale shaik having bcVtrolned for it. board, one
power motor, one
This huge animal occasionally attains
transformer, one
611
to a length of
feet, although the av- power steam boiler, 1,500 feet of Iron
erage size is much less. It di's not and sewer pipe, 100 barrels cement,
willingly approach land, and Is a slow, 20,000 feet lumber, moving and relo-catl-n
apathetic animal, mostly living near
g three small buildings, etc., etc.,
the surface of the ocean, and often as per list and specifications obtainaresting, idly float in galong and sup- ble at the school. Bidders must state
posed to be 'sleeping.' "
specifically in their bids the proposed
Unlike the giant CTTarcharodon, or price of each article to be offered unit has extremely small der contract. All articles so offered
teeth, and its food consists of very will be subject to rigid Inspection.
minute animals. These crustaceans The right is reserved to reject any or
and molltisks flourish In suh abund- all bids or any part of any bid, if
ance about the surface of the ocean deemed for the best Interests of the
that tbey compensate by their number service. Each bid must be accomfor their very small Bize. It is a harm- panied by a certified check or draft
less fish, with a mouth of ImmerfW upon some United States depository
width, furnished with small teeth. It or solvent national bank, made payanow and then rubs itself ag&lnst a ble to the order of the Commissioner
large pirogue, upsetting It, but never of Indian Affairs, for at least 6 per
attacks or molests the occupants.
cent of the amount of the proposal,
Philadelphia Record.
said check to be forfeited to the United States in case any bidder receivFaith Not Neocsaary.
ing an award shall fail to execute
You may be just a Bkeptical and pes promptly a satisfactory contract in acSlmtstio as vou nleasp
will
Knrinl
bid; otherwise to
cordance with
digest what you eat whether you eat be returned to this
bidder. Bio acthe
or not. You can put your rood In a companied by cash in lieu of certified
bowl, pour a little Kodol Dyspepsia check or draft will not be considered.
Cure on it and it will digest It the For further information
apply to
same as it will in your stomach. It James K. Allen, superintendent.
Dycan't help but cure Indigestion and
spepsia. It is curing hundreds and
A Selling of Opera Coats.
thousands some had faith and some
Greatest bargains ever offered in
you
cure
didn't. Kodol will
If medi- afternoon and evening coats, at the
cine can cure you, whether you have Golden Rule Dry Goods company. See
faith In it or not. Sold by all drug- window display.
o
gists.
8ARATOGA
CHIPS FRESH CV- GOftTZ'ft PICALILLI AT MALOY'S ERY DAY AT MALOY'S.
lauae-tiaurall-
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Digests

a

What You Eat
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quasi-vernacul-

WHITE RIBBONERS
PASSED AT RECENT CONVENTION
HELD AT LAS VEGAS.
were
The following resolutions
adopted at the eighteenth annual convention of the Woman's Christian
e
Temperance Union in Las Vegas,
their adjournment Saturday evening.

Wireas, Our Heavenly Father has

permitted us to come together iu the
eighteenth annual convention;
Resolved, Though few in numbers
we renew our zeal against the allied
forces of worldliness that are destroying the best and purest of our civilization.
Resolved, That as the abolition of
the liquor traffic and the extinction
of the saloon are the main objects of
our organization, we extend our earnest, helpful sympathy to the prospecleague of New Mextive
anti-saloo-

ico.

Resolved, That we petition congress
to prohibit games of chance and
gambling of every kind in this territory, and that we also petition the
Angeles
national convention at
to memorialize congress to this end.
Resolved, That we recommend a
thorough and systematic study of eco.
comic questions as related to temperance and women.
Resolved, That we believe the street
carnivals now so prevalent are productive of much evil and we, as a
union, desire to place ourselves on
record as opposed to them.
Resolved, That we express our
trustees of the Methi
thanks to
dlst church, to all musicians who have
kindly assisted us and especially to
the press for printing both reports
and notices, to the ladies of the local
union and o all friends who have in
any wav aided us in this convention.
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Freeh Cut Flowers.
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SOUVENIR POSTAL. CARDS World
wide. Send 10c for card and plan.
Proxy Exchange
Club, Blngham-ton- , on Furniture, Pianos, Organs,. Horsaa,
N. Y.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REWANTED
CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
WANTED Clean rags. inquire at as $200.00. Loans ara Quickly made
The Citizen office.
One
and strictly private. ; Time:
WANTED rhree painters, Highest month to one year given. Oooda rewages. C. A. Hudson.
main in your possession. Onr rates
WANTED
Girl to assist with cook- - are reasonable. Call and aaa ua belng and housework. S15 South Third fore borrowing. '.
'
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO,
street.
Boy for deliver; 18 or Steamship tickets to and from all
WANTED
parts of tha world.
20 years of age. Apply at Highland
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
Grocery.
315 West Railroad Ave
WANTED Plain sewing; childrens'
PRIVATE OFFICES.
clothing a specialty. No. 519 West
Open Evening. .
Railroad avenue.
WANTED
A
woman Tot general
Wards of Pneumonia.
Apply to Mrs. Dr. All coughs, colds and pulmonary comhousework.
Pearce, 717 West Railroad avenue. plaints that are curable are gulckly
WANTED
Ladles to bring their hair cured by One Minute Cough Cure.
work to Mrs. H. E. Rutherford. All Clears the phlegm, draws out Inflamkinds done to order. 113 Iron ave- mation, and heals and soothes the affected parts, strengthens the lungs,
nue
wards off pneumonia. Harmless and
WANTED
Gentlemen a second-hanpleasant to take. Sold by all drugclothing. No. 61S South First street, gists.
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R, J. Sweeney, proprietor,
MERCHANT TAILORING
Gentleman or lady of fair
WANTED
a,
of
firm
education to travel for
$250,000.00 capital. Salary, 11,072.00 UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
AVENUE, O. BAM
RAILROAD
per year and expenses; paid weekly
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
and expenses advanced. Address,
iwlth stamp, J. A. Alexander, AlbuMy merchant tailoring shop la upquerque, N. M.
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad aveWANTED By Chicago manufactur- nue, where I solicit the patronage of
ing house, person of trustworthiness the public. All work guaranteed first-clasand somewhat familiar with local
as I have had fifteen years' exterritory as assistant in branch of- perience In the business. Sulta made
fice. Salary $18 paid weekly. Per- to order. Clothe cleaned, pressed and
manent position. No investment re- repaired. The specific I use will not
quired.
Previous experience not injure the cloth. Ladles' garment
essential to engaging. Address, also cleaned and walking skirt made
Manager Branches, Como Block, to order. Give me a trial
Chicago.
O. BAMBINI.

Money to Loan

art oauaed by Ind!jrtIon. If you aat a
littla too much, or If you are subject to
DIED ALMOST INSTANTLY
FINE SECTION OF NEW MEXICO
attacks of Indigestion, you hart no doubt
had thortnaaa of breath, rapid haart boat
heartburn or palpitation of the haart.
Valdez,
well
Sunday
Benjamin
a
Fernando
A Washington dispatch of
Indigestion
tha stomach to
Mexican printer, met death by expand ewellcautaa
says that the work of storing flood known
and puff up against tha
own band in a shocking manner
his
waters of the Rio Grande river in Its late yesterday afternoon, says the El haart This crowds tha haart and inter
fares with Its action,
in the course of
lower course through New Mexico, Paso Times. While hunting on the tuna tha heart becomeanddiseased,
which has engaged the attention of mesa near Fort Bliss a Bhotgun thay
the geological BUrvey for years, has he carried in nis nands was accident-

RESOLUTIONS BIT

0

Evening Citizen Wants!

President Proclaims for the In Trying to Dislodge Bunny
Receives Charge of Shot
Protection of Headwaters
In the Breast.
of Various Rivers.

shown the necessity for establishing
of forest reserves to protect certain
of its headwaters in Colorado and
New Mexico, as the ordinary flow
of the river, or what is known as Hs
permanent water, for 400 miles of its
course above El Paso, representing the
drainage of 32,000 gpuare miles, comes
almost entirely from a comparatively
Colorado
Wall area In south-centrnd northern New Mexico, where there
is heavy snowfall in the mountains.
Below this area the rainfall is so
meager and erratic that the country
through which the river passes requires all the water that conies down
the stream. At present much of this
flow. Is wasted, owing to the Rio
Grande being essentially a torrential
stream subject to heavy and irregular
floods which frequently results In
great scarcity of ;ter in the river in
New Mexico. To jmedy this the reclamation service will impound the
flood waters by a dam near Engle,
New Mexico, for the storage of sufficient water to reclaim 180,000 acres
of land. The success of this proejet,
which will necessitate a reservoir
forty miles in length and involve an
outlay of over $7,000,000, is largely
dependent upon conserving and equalizing the flow in certain streams tributary to the Rio Grande In its upper
course, which can only be accomplished by affording proper protection of
forests which cover their various
watersheds."
The' establishment, some months
ago, of the San Juan and Coc'netopa
forest reserves. In Colorado, extended
protection over the sources of a number of these tributaries. It has since,
however, been found advisable to reserve an additional area, across the
line In New Mexico. The president
has accordingly proclaimed the Jemez
reserve, embracing 1,252,000 acres of
mountainous region in Rio Arriba and
Sandoval counties, containing a portion of the drainage basins of the
Rio Chama, the Rio Puerco, Rio Jemez
and other important tributary streams.

0

$2,955,958.49

o

SEEKING RABBIT

RESERVE CREATED

0

2,470,928.21

0

THE JEMEZ FOREST

0

209,009.00

--

"

Depository of the

0

Capital and Profits,
.
Circulation,
Deposits,

63,222.69

'
Banking House and Furniture,
United States Bonds, $ 323,000.00

0

Surety Investment Coinp'y, Owners

0'

AUGUST 25, 1905

The Beer that is making
Albuquerque
Famous
Southwestern Brewery. & Ice Co.
A HOME INDUSTRY.
Auto. Phone, No. 82.

1

Santa Fe Central Railway System
SUNSHINE

i

s,

--

MALE HELP WANTED.
New Cure for Cancer.
All surface cancers ara now known
By manufacturing
house,
trustworthy assistant for branch of- to be curable, by Bucklen'a Arnica
fice; $18 paid weekly; position per- Salve. Jas. Walters, of Duffield, Va.,
"I 'a ad a cancer on my Hp
manent; no capital required. Pre- writes:

FOR RENT

South Third street.
FOR RENT Rooms with board. 1515
North Edith street.
FORRENT
Furnished room; gen213 West Martleman preferred.
quette avenue.
FOR RENT
Two furnished rooms
for light housekeeping. Inquire at
300 North Broadway.
FOR RENT Six room, modern house,
close In, to be let from November 1.
Apply to F. F. Trotter.
Nice room, everything
FOR KENT
new and pleasant. 415 North Sec
ond street.
FOR RENT One nicely furnished
305
North
front room; modern.
Edith street.
FOR RENT Neatly furnished rooms;
gentlemen preferred. No. 619 West
Railroad avenue.
FOR RENT Two elegant rooms, suit-abl- e
for man and wife. 415 North
Hoard If preferred.
Second street.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
housekeeping. Large and airy. Cor
ner of Sixth street and Railroad
avenue.
FOR RENT Two cheap rooms for
light housekeeping.
Mrs. II. E.
Rutherford, corner of Broadway and
Iront avenue.
Apartments In Park
FOR RENT
View terrace, eight rooms each;
H.
modern equipment throughout.
H. Tllton, room 19, Grant block.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished flats
and rooms for housekeeping. Also
flat with piano. Apply Mrs.
E. K. Norrls, east end of viaduct,
eor. Iron ave. and John St.
FOR RENT Two large store rooms,
warehouse and twelve living rooms,
suitable for hotel purposes, with
large yard In rear and all neces
sary outhouses. Everything new and
modern. Mrs. Brault, corner of
Broadway and Marquette avenue,
FOR SALE
FOR'SALE Seven" room modern house
on Railroad
avenue in toe ntgn-landCo., 208 Mi West
N. Peach
oold avenue.
FOR SALE Good restaurant, com-plet- e
or partly furnished. Cheap, if
old at once. 120 Went Silver avenue.

t

LOST.

Pot kt book containing $10
bill, $2 in silver and some small
change. Return to 209 North Second street, and receive reward.

LOST

nnu

C o r i e c

Lmttmr Head

t

Motm NBm
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Commercial

for years, that seemed incurable, till
Busklen's Arnica Salve healed it, and
now it is perfectly well." Guaranteed
cure for cuts and burns. 25o at all
druggists.

Oatmlogifa
Blmmk Book

:Printin g

POUND SALE.
bay pony. 6 or 7 years old,
face,
also left hind foot white;
white
branded on left hip. Will be sold at
the city pound Wednesday morning,
October 18, at 10 o'clock.
One

THOMAS

J"
,

N.
1IBJMfl2nrraTI!?lirmvri
Your business respectfully solicited.
V. H. ANDREWS
8. B. QRIMSHAW.
Pre, and Oen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Oen. Mgr.
0
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treaa.
mi
ORIMSHAW,
.VJS:
City
Fit. and Past. Agt.
Traveling Frt. and Pasa. AxL 0
SANTA FE, N. M.
urriyts...

gwajBa)gB98ia)a)a:

WANTED

FoifrTiT

ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.

Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to all porta?
of the World.
"JfajaM
Connections at Torrance. N M., with the 71 Paso & 8outhweUrn
and Chicago. Rock Island ft Pacific Railway.. At Kennedy and
Fe, N. M.. with the Atchison, Topeka &
railway AtSanti
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.Santa
peclal attention given to bundling f passengers and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific Tan- way, Tla Torrance,
M.

d

vious experience not essential. Address, Branch Manager, 825 Dearborn street, Chicago.

Colo. Phone, Black, No. 03.

The

Hmamlpt Bokm

otfiar yvortla
tmrm omt
vrytMmg m
prlntar knrm
ter to alo
lm

CITIZEN JOB Room

wm-

....

McMILLIN,

City Marshal.

o
For All Kinds of Pile.
To draw the fire out of a burn, heal a
cut without leaving a scar, or to cure
bolls, sores,; tetter, eczema and all
skin and scalp diseases, use DeWltt's
Witch Hazel Salve. A specific for
blind, bleeding, Itching and protruding
piles. Stops the pain Instantly and
cures permanently. Get the genuine.
Sold by all druggists.

.T.

STRAYED OR STOLEN.
From Willard, N. M., Sept. 27,

BALDRIDGE

3 PAINT
Cover more, look best, wears
longest, most economical, full
mea,ure- -

SHERMAN-WILLIA-

See the window display of the Rio
Grande Woolen Mills at the Glob
store, then ask for those $3.50 walking sklrta.
Plans to Get Rich
downs, due to dyspepsia or constipation. Brace up and take Dr. King's
New Life Pills. They take out the
materials that are clogging your energies, and give you a new start. Cure
headache and dizziness, too. At all
drug stores; 25c, guaranteed.
are often frustrated by sudden break-- j

C.

NAjrjVK AND CHICAGO LUMBER
BUILDINO PAPER
Alwara
tock. Planter, Lime, Cement.
Paint. Qlaaa, Sash Door., etc

FIRST 8TREET AND COAL AVE.

Albuquerque
0

0

Foundry and

M.

o o o
Machine Works

B. P. HALL, Proprietor

Iron and Braes Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Car; Shafting.
Pu eys, Gmde Bare. Babbit Metal; Column and Iron Front for
Buildings.
wwpmira vm

0

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

mining ana mm Machinery a Bpeclalty

Foundry east aide of railroad track.

Albuquerque, N. M.

A

I

a

ft

three j

norses or me roiiowing aescripnua;
Bay horse branded RL--N on left hip.
Bay horse, branded N on left hip.
Black horse, branded N on left hip.
A liberal reward will be paid for
the return of the animals to Ubalo T.
Sanchez, Los Lunas, N. M.

0)0OeXr5eVO00 O O
CARRIAGE

TRIMMING

AND RE-

PAIRING
Hirneee, Spring Wagon
Order.

Built to
DONT'S FOR WOMEN.
Don't alignt from a car when It I
HORSESHOEING
stationary.
Wait until it is going
some and then jump off backward.
CARRIAGE
PAINTING
Don't look appealingly to a man,
expecting him to give you bis seat.
Sit on his lap.
Don't hand the conductor anything A Cor. First Street arxf TIJoraa Ro.d ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO.
lesd than a $1 bill. It might jar htm
into insensibility.
Don't stare at the young men In
the car. You have no idea how embarrassing it is to them.
QUICKEL A BOTHE, Proprietor
Don't rise to depart until the car 0
has some to a full stop, especially if
It is crowded. The other passengers 0
are in no hurry.
Don't swear or blaspheme or otherwise misconduct yourself. Remember 0
FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Flnaat Whlakioa, Import
thoreare usually one or two old sports'
and Domestic Wine and Cognac Tha cool est end hlgnaat grade of
or ribald young men on the car, and it
would shock them terribly. S. Loats 0 lager aerved. Finest and beet llmporaad and Domaatla Cigar.

OSOI

o o

OAR AND

C

LU O ROOMS

0
0
0
0

ALHUQUEKOUE
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THE ALBUQUERQUE
By

CITIZEN

SUITABLE

ADVICE

PubllHhed Ually and Weekly
8. 8TRICKLER
W. T. McCREIQHT

From a Most Successful Convention Held at Las

Now, pa, Inflate your manly chest,
Swell out Its greatest pleasure
And ptrut around, for you must take
Your final sip of pleasure.

EDITORIAL PURPOSE

Just Right
CHRISTIAN

Trot out your little knowledge.

You'll never have another chance
Hill stalls this yenr to co lege,

TENEMENTS

It

ent.

Under the provision of the $1,000,000 gift by Henry
Phipps, the Pittsburg steel millionaire, plans have been
filed for the first of the new model tenements. to be erected In New York. Some of the specifications are remarkable and a decided innovation. It is provided that there
shall l.e no janitors or Janitor service, but there shall be
kindergartens in the cellars, perambulator rooms on the
first floors jfnd garbage incineration plants In each building. There shall be roof gardens with weekly or semimonthly concerts, 'playing fountains in tho archways of
the inner courts, hygienic laundries, heating apparatus
of the most modern kind, electric lights and air coolers
and huge fresh water tankB of 10,000 gallons' capacity on
'
'
each roof.
All rooms shaH be large and sanitary, with a shower
bath to each family, and the maximum rental shall be
?15 per month. The first building to be erected will eon-taithree tenements, to ,co)rt '22!i,0O0. The restrictions
against children In vogue in most cities will be an unheard of thing, and in the kindergartens competent teach-er- s
will be provided to, instruct the children. Rtce, color
or nntivlty will be no bar, as the Phipps tenements will
he open to all.
According to the report made by the tenement house
commissioner in oonclndfng his . investigations of tho
years 1902 and 1903, there'are nearly 400,000 people living in tenements "in the borough of Manhattan alone.
This does not include the many thousands In Brooklyn.
Of these nearly half pay more than $16 a month for
accommodations aa utterly different and unequal to those
offered in the "coming model tenements as the. mansion
of the Fifth Avenue millionaire exceeds the meager apartments 'of the most humble of. workmen.
In erecting the tenements In Thirty-firs- t
street the
trustees of the Phipps donation will pay as much attention to the outer construction and beauty of the structures as to the Interior decorations and provisions for
comfort.
Perhaps none of the philanthropic millionaires have
given their money In channels where so great good will
be accomplished as in the line chosen by Mr. Phipps. A
long time ago It was said byfleneral Booth of the Salva
tion Army that very early in his work he ascertained
that it was necessary to feed men's bodies before feed
ing their minds or souls. And while the" proper housing
of men and women cannot be called feeding their bodies,
It yet constitutes a substantial part of betterjng their
material condition.

CONGRESSMEN
congressmen

have come and gone;
they have given Tucson a short visit; they have discovered that southern Arizona Is a big country; that it is a
rich country; that it has a stirring population of Independent thinking people. , They also learned that the
people of southern Arizona are divided on the statehood
question. They discovered that many people who, while
they prefer single or joint statehood, thafthey much prefer Joint statehood to no statehood at all. They discovered quite a number of very substantial citizens who preferred Joint statehood to even single statehood. Thus
indicating to them that peoplo of Arizona did not run in
droves before a political whip or follow the lead of any
presumptuous,
political leader.
Col. Frank Murphy has done the territory a service
3
and the country a service in bringing this party to Arizona, who have discovered that things are not altogether
SOME STORIES WISE
as represented by a very Tew political rounders'; that ox
people, as a rule, are for statehood; that they want home
AND SOME OTHERWISE
rule, and they want it had enough to accept the very beat
X
terms congress will give us, be It single- or Joint.
This visit will be productive of very much good. It
will have a tendency to get the facts before the country Trout Pulls Boy In,
in better shape than heretofore. It will also have a ten
Edgar Hager. a twelve year old boy, came near losdency to hasten the determination of the statehood ques ing his life wbile'fiPhing in the Truskee river near here,
'
Star.
says a Reno correspondent of the Sacramento Bee. The
youngster hooked an immense rainbow "trout In an unexEighty million dollars in gold is an imposing huh tor pected manner. The big fish immediately gave battle,
a .nation to produce In a single year, yet the output of actually pulling the boy into the turbulent Blream.
yellow metal sinks Into insignificance when ranged alongThe young fisherman was pulled down the stream,
side the value of crops which the tillers of the soil are finally striking a whirlpool, which landed him under the
preparing1 to place on the world's markets. Last year the bow of a willow tree which he grasped. In this position
combined value of the wheat, cotton and corn crops was he kept himself above water with' one hand and with the
approximately 12,500,000,000. Added to this was the
oiher held on to the fish line until he tired the fish, and
valued at more than $500,000,000; the oats crop with his prize dragged himself to shore.
worth half as much; a yield of potatoes representing
The trout weighed In the neighborhood of 10 pounds,
$130,000,000, besides barley, tobaeeo and rye and flaxseed the largest rainbow captured in the Trucked in many
crops aggregating $135,000,000 more, All thine consid- years. The Hagar boy will not tin the scales at sixtv
ered which are taken into account in estimating the pro- pounds.
ducts of the soil, the total contribution of the farmers to
the nation's wealth in 1S04 approximated $5,000,000,000. An Operator's Queer Error.
New Mexico needs to fall into line with both of these ar
I've seen some queer mistakes made by telegraph opwies of the wealth producers, who get their wealth di- erators in my time,"
said Jack Malloy, chief clerk at the
rectly from nature's storehouse. This territory is richly Hotel Baltimore, "but one
turned up the other day that
endowed In each of these departments. Her mineral and discounted them all. We had a man named W. H. Anagricultural possibilities are marvelous. They only need drews staying here and he was looking for a telegram.
developing
More than a dozen times Saturday he asked, here at the
desk, for bis message, but w bad seen nothing for him.
Editor Aileu Bird has challenged Colonel Wilson to About 6 u 'clock that evening he came back again and
looking through the telegrams here. Suddenly he
Joint debate on the joint Htatehoori question. The fur
will fly when lawyer and editor lock forms in a deadly
urned to me and said: '
debate. Thrice armed is lie whose chum; is jus', but how
"Malloy. I'll bet that's lily message. What do you
They will e.me think uLout it?'
tail you tell until yoil hear t h evl.lem-r"I looked tit the tiddl'ess on the telegram lie banded
to KIngmau. should the Colonel accept the challenge.
People are doing a little more thinking on statehood lines i'oe. it read:
" W. il.
Hews.'
The sentiment so
It was his message."
and that always brings good
far Is strongly against Joint statehood but not so strong
as formerly. Some very able men in the territory have Bought at Bargain Sale.
"
little Incident that occurred at a fashionable so-- i
taken up the cause of joint statehood. Men like Judge
iixy wedding
Hughe s, O. 1. M Caddis
week should serve as a warning to the
Baker, Editor Bird,
and we have been accused of leaning that way ourselves, bargain hunter at the summer sales," says the London
woman in a new hat it was a particularly
but we cannot see it yet. We are too old to learn the Chronicle.
Tho dialect of the llassayampt succcxsl'iii bat ntl serene and satisfied in one of the
laui;Uiu;o of Cervantes.
top pews. To her came uu agitated old maid. A whisis good enough lor us. Kingman Mineral Wealth.
pered colloquv followed, resulting in the blushing dis
The farmer lias the rural free delivery of mails al- coini ii ure of the serene and self satisfied woman. The
though th!s was thought io be Impossible a few years maid fumbled in lhe chiffon, dealing havoc among the
ago. Shall he not have a parcels post? Each year the spring, summer and autumn flowers that bloom Willi
good roads movement, originating at the cities, is extend- such amazing spontaneity on hats of this sort, and llnally
ing itself. Trolley lines are extending countryward; soon retired with a label, but not before many a feminine eye
they wid come actually to serve the farmer's needs. The and one or two masculine ones bad read on It the com.' This is a true
telephone, as a separate rural enterprise, is extending it- proniining legend, 'Reduced from
self.
Exteiisioual educational enterprises are reaching story."
further ami further into the open farming districts. Cooperation and organization movements atv at the same Gave Him Both.
Some Phlladelphians, according to the Hetroit News.
tune extending and conming themselves.
Tribune, visited Richmond and, asking as to the use of
There arc a woil many mi n in New Mexico and Ari- this and that large building, were told in every case that
zona who are
old and who me lived here more it was a tobacco factory. An ag d nemo gave them the
lives, and wli would like to live in a information, and they, tired of ihe monotony of the rethan ha f Un-istate, and a ?nat state nt tint befoie they pass to the ply, pointed to a white frame building on the hill, and
great hi join! Tin
and asked whose tobacco factory that was. The old
tien are for Joint
a
working l.ai.l for it.
,
"lint, tali, am no fact'ry. l;1
s't John's 'Pisco-pa- l
lu spite of good crop. ami promising bii-i- ii
coin It
church, where Marse Patrick Henry done get up an'
Hons Wall Ft net is not wry optimistic, uiel stock ex ax de I.iiwd to gib
in liberty or gib him deaf."
change values continue to droop, suys Henry C I'Wi."
"Well, illic.e," asked one of the trio, "which did tlju
Lord give him?"
" 'Pears to me yo' must, be strangers herealouts,"
Since- - Jai.uary 1 the new incorporations recorded In
the eastern states have amounted to $l,SSi,0ini,U'j'tl com- he aiibwi-red"else yo'd all know dat, in due time, de
pared with $ i.t"., oiifMinij the same time last year.
l.awd gahe Marse Henry bofe."
The. junketing
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A most eor lial welcome from the
citizens and pp s of Las Vegas greeted the convention from start to finish,
and many spec ial cou: testes wfe ex
tended the deleirates In attendance.
llev. W. W. Havens, of the National
league, was present
at
Several of the sessions, and expressed
a deep appreciation of the alms and
efforts of the organization. He said
tlfat without any doubt, the Woman's
Christian Temperance Union stands
for the highest, truest and best in
every condition of human life, above
any other reform organization of all
time.
The president's address was con
ceded to be one of her best efforts,
with a broad and intellectual eiasn
of moral and economic conditions, and
was printed in full in the Dally Optic.
.Mrs. Money sHke to a large audi
ence on Sunday evening on the subject of "Humane Work," which was
greatly
appreciated by all present.
Several excellent papers were read
luring the convention on various de
partments of the work, "Enual Fran
chise," by iMrs. Wilson, being exceptionally good.
t or several months the white ribbon- ers have been working for a crusade
against gambling, and the convention
resolved to ask the coming national
W. C. T. U. convention at Los Angeles.
every church organization
and
in
vt
.new
Mexico anil Arizona to Join in
petitioning congress to prohibit this
evil wllhlnn ,these territories.
A. gold .medal elocutionary contest
was held. In which Miss Edith Perry
received the medal.
Mrs. S. C. Long, Mrs. L. A. Shank.
Mis. M. E. Garlick of Las Vegas. Mrs.
J. E. Bean of Kennedy, Mrs. Mot ley of,
and Mrs. Wilson of Albuquer
que were appointed delegates to the
national convention to meet in Los
Angeles on October 27.- The convention closed with a nub
ile reception, and all felt t'nat much
good had been accomplished.
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The Clothier and Furnlaher.

The Happy Housewife

THE CELEBRATE!)

Who takes pride In her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful, and her
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
and light.

O. F. O.
WHISK E Y
Bottled In Bond.

M. BERGER

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

114

YMifct-IT-

West Copper Avenue.

Distillers,
FRANKFORT, KT.

MEXINI & EAKIN

KEEP YOUR HORSE COMFORTABLE!
Cold Weather Means

Sole Agents.

Albuquerque,

N.

AT.

Horse Blankets and Lap Robes

Automatic Phone, 199.

OCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXDCXX)COO

O. DINSDALE

HIGHLAND

LIVER
STABLE

KXXXX)CKXXXXXXXXXXX3CXDCOO

We have them In all kinds and
prices.
LOW
SPECIAL
PRICES
NOW, as we bought a large quantity
direct from the factory.

J. KORBER & CO.
Corner of First Street and Copper
Avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.

XXXXXXXXDCXDCXOCOCOCXDCXXX)

ARI-ZON-

O. F. PLATT,
The real cleaner and dyer. Ladles' and gentlemen's
fine
clothes a specialty.
Portieres,
lace curtains, etc. 1411 North
Fifth street Old 'prtc-ne- ,
Red,
u n . Ucib
&iiI.m.u IIIWIIC,
I J.
"
riHWIIIflkll,
J 9RR.9

editor of the Silver

HOUSE

ITiHLir

K)CXX)CXXICXX)CXDCXX)CXXXX0

Installment Plan

The Albuqoerqoe Hatters
and Steam Cleaners
Hats cleaned and blocked in any style.
Clothing steam cleaned and pressed,
Corner of Thiid street and Gold avenue. In the car.

mi sin eirs
Easy Payments

FURNITURE,
IRON

BEDS,

STOVES, RANGES,
WINDOW SHADE8,
CAMPING OUTFITS,

BEDDING,

ART SQUARES,

Household Goods, Bought, Sold or Exchanged

e

t

What Schilling's Best doei
for a family: saves all care
about
tuttm

and settles thosa

question

once for all.
AJ.
EV

If you haven't the time to exercise
regularity, Moans itouu.eis win pre-cn- t
con.--t ipatlon.
They induce a
mill, easy, healthful action of the
Ask your
bowels without M'iplngIruanist for them. -- 5 cents.
The Ladies' Aid society of the Lead
Avenue M. K. church will give a seven- ceni .roi;reSMve tea, Thursday afternoon. lirt,;l,ir 1(t. at the home of Mrs.
W. II Si oiik, Sio Wet Kailroad ave
nue.

TO $10 SAVED

ON EVERY

TICKET.

YOUR FOLKS NOW.
PAULSEN, THE RAILROAD TICKET
BROKER, WILL GET THEM HERE
RAILROAD
WEST
114
CHEAP.
AVENUE.
SEND

STRONG BLOCK.

Superintendents
Falrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

1

JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

STAGE LINE

117 Gold Avenue, - Albuquerque, New Mexico

Time, Labor
and Money

and

MONUMENTS.

j

201-21- 1

N. Second St., Both Phones.

M,

The saving of time means comfort.
The saving of labor means ease, Tho
saving of money moans economy. All
these savings can best bo attained by
Installing a

DRAGOIE

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North Broadway, Corner of Washington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE. N. M.

AMBULANCE
For Moving the Sick or Injured.
Prompt Serlve Day or NigliC

STRONG'S SONS

III

PENINSULAR RANGE
In dollars and conto they cost no mors. In quality they art
superior. In durability t hey last longer. Ono-thlrbettor than
any other. You aro most oordlally Invited to examlno our new
line.
v

Prlcfos In Plain Figures $3Q and Up
Old stoves token
THE McBRAIN

at a fslr valuation.

FURNITURE

CO.,

205

Gold

Ave.

Automatic, 147

At Elks'Opera House
THURSDAY,
OCTOBER

1(fth
U&L

O. A. MATSON & CO,

Fine Stationery

JOHN F. STOWE'S

Big

Scenic

Production

202 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

Ten

FOR

Itcliinu' pih s provoke profanity, hut
man's
profanity won't cure them.
ointment cures itching, bleeding or
years
sufferof
protruditiL! ;,i',es after
ing. At ai
drug store.

BORRADA1LE & CO.

UNDERTAKERS

O. W.

CHIPS FRESH
SARATOGA
ERY DAY AT MALOY'S.

$5

0. W. Strong's Sons

Colo. Phone. 75.

fellow-replie-

:

mm-

M. MANDELL

AS TO THE RAVINGS OF THE
PRESS ON STATEHOOD.

who is among the
Masons in the city attending the meeting of the grand lodge, is one of the
enthusiastic joint statehood advocates
of the southern part of New Mexico,
and Judging from what Mr. , Walton
says about his district, there are many
more equally as enthusiastic in favoring joint statehood as he is.
Regarding the feeling of tho people
of his district, Mr. Walton said:
"It Is absolutely safe to say that
fully ninety per cent of the people of
Grant county are In favor of Joint
statehood, and I do not believe that, it
would be an exaggeration to place
per cent.
such number' at ninety-fivThis is not only the situation In Grant
county, but applies to Luna and other
counties of the southwestern portion
of the territory. So strong is the sentiment in Grant county, that there has
been organized a Joint statehood league, which has among its members all
of the leading business and professional men. It would be Idle for mo to attempt a discussion of the reasons for
this movement, as they are apparent
to every thinking man. Grant county,
as you know, Is situated directly
across the territorial line from Graham county, Arizona. I have had occasion to discuss the situation with
several residents of that county, and
from such information, it is my opinion that the feeling against Jointure
in the neighboring territory is not so
radical as pictured In the territorial
press, at least in the eastern part of
Arizona."

JlillJSlS

AGENT FOR DR. JAEGER'S SANITARY UNDERWEAR.

WALTON IS SKEPTICAL

W. B. Walton,
City Independent,

CtftlWMKit4

$7.50 to $20.00

Boarding Horses a Specialty
EDITOR

Ii

Tho young man that TTas never
been here for clothes will do well
to come.

...

ft

-

man-hood-

1908.'

17,

Yousn,anBr''$950to $20.00

Anti-Saloo-

GIFT OF HENRY PHIPPS

'

YouDno9Uhlr

Now Mexico.

From Denver Times

Then there is another and smaller class, composed
of those that feel intensely upon all subjects in which
they take interest, who are not satisfied that the paper
docs not. ant agonize their views, but they demand that
the paper shall become aggressive In the cause which
they have adopted, even though the paper, from a disinterested standpoint, Vnows fu'.l well that any amount of
agitation, while creating local discord, can have no possi- ble effect upon the final outcome. No editor of discretion cares to fight ns one who beats the air, which he
Certainly does who attempts to settle questions already
In the hands of the courts, or to outline policies and ap- , pointments which lie exclusively in the prerogative of the
national chief executive, and about which that dignitary
doubtless has long since fuily made up his mind.
The Youth's Companion recently, along this line, had
occasion to say: "The purpose of the editorial page of
The Companion Is to form character rather than opinion.
Through
staff of competent-wrtter- s
it keeps Its readers
Informed of the things which are worth while in the
progress of the world, but it pleads no special cause. It
gives the facts as accurately as possible, and lets them
preach their own sermons. Its standard Is a courageous,
Intelligent and pntrlotlc citizenship broader than race
or party or creed."
The purpose of the editorial page of The Citizen is
primariiy to work, according to Its wisdom and opportunity, for Albuquerque and New Mexico.- - To this end it will
furnish all such information at its command as it may
deem desirable that its readers shall possess. It will outline what policies, territorial and municipal, it regards as
the best for the growth, happiness and prosperity of the
people of this grand commonwealth. And In such matters as those where the determination rests with the
people, it will oppose what it condemns and lalwr for
what It approves; believing 'always that he who makes
two blades of grass grow where 'only one had been grow,
ing is greater than he who captures a city.

The young man wants all the late
style kinks, and gets thcm all when
ho comes here. The longer coat,
wider collar and lapels, and the
loose trousers
are some of the
features the young gentleman will
want In evidence In his fall suit.

WORK

the eighteenth annual convention of
the New Mevro Woman's Christian
Temperance I'moii. In point of inter
est, the ladles ;illirm that tho conven
tion was vne of the best ever held in

Let naught escape yon, for today
Sho )dstens to your knowledge,
You'll never have another chance
Jill starts this year to college.
McLANDDCnOlI WILSON.

IN

AT

WOMEN

Mrs. M. .1. linden. Mrs. Ada Mor-leand Mrs. (I. K. Wilson returned
List evening from l.as Vegas, where
fhey have been in attendance upon

And, ma, discourse by night and day
On science, dress and fashion;
Expound your views on Henry .lames,
On art and Love's young passion.

THING

Most young men come hero for
clothes. Many of them could not
be Induced to go elsewhere. I take
great pains In having my young
men's clothes

Vegas.

Lay down the law on this and that.

NEWEST

TUESDAY. OCTOBER

Young Men's
Suits

From Ntw York Times

The character of the editorial psro of any perlofllrnl
depends on the purpose for which that periodical Is
Such purH)e may bo Funply to iliest initiate
or it may lo to advance a cause. The second
kind are usually called organs, and anions the came to
which they are devoted may he mentioned moral, social,
sociological, phllauthropical, literary, occupational, relis-Ioupolitical and personal. Often times the organ takes
to Itself the news gathering and disseminating function,
and on Its editorial page Its two purposes tare plainly
made to appear.
A very largo p.trt of the American rending public
have, without doubt, the idea t lint every newspaper
should also be an organ of some kind. Hence, almost
without exception, the newspapers advocate one or another of the various political parties. Hut this docs not
satisfy the demands of a l. Some want the organ Idea
carried Into everyday life; and on any subject In which
thejr are deeply Interested, they are not satisfied unless
their particular view shall be that of the paper to which
they give their patronage. When It 13 lememhered that
tho patrons of no paper ever look at any public question
Jn identically tho same Ugh, the Impossibility that a
newspaper of general circulation shall be able to please
all Its readers l.y its editorial utterance becomes appar-

v.

CITIZEN.

RIBBONERS RETURN

TO PARENTS

Bunlnesa Manager

President

FINING

LOCAL WHITE

AND SEASONABLE

The Citizen Publishing Company

K
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TALENTED

ARTISTS

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
Gftma! Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquette

The St, Elmo

Flfl8S

:

PROF. EO. HAYWORTH'S
Celebrated
mall;
Carries the United States
ORCHESTRA
BANDand
eu
stock
only lljie with a change of
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
CAR LOAD OF SPECIAL
rig leaves Albuqueniue every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For SCENERY and
particulars, address W. L. Trimb'e &
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J. Seats on sale at Matson's Tuesday,
B. BLOCK, l'roprietor, Ferea, N. M.
October 17.

EFFECTS

I

Wiaes,Br-i3(J!8S,E!c,

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.

$20 West RilfOAd Arene

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

TUESDAY, OCTOBER

ALHUQUKltQUE EVENING CITIZEN.

17, 1905.

METHODISM AT

NEW MEXICO DEMOCRATS

Ministers Return from Conference Held in That

That

Realizes

jCol. W. S. Hopewell Says That He

ST0

it is the Only Possible Statehood Obtainable.
state-

-

ELECT

THE MASONS

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PR'CES

quotations Received by Levy
Bios., Correspondents for Logan
& Bryan. Barnett Building.

Opera Coats
In

If

The largest and finest line of "Dressy" Coats ever seen in the city;
every cno a beauty and an exclusive novelty in itself. Positively, no
two alike. The style Is the very latest, In shades of Hello, Purple, Green,
Chamois', White and Black. Regular
price,

$40?

TO

$75?

Fot--

MONDAY-TUESDAY-WEDNESD-

GRAND LODGE OFFICERS

From Last Night to Tuesday J. G. Fitch, of Socorro. Sue
ceeds Geo. W. Ward, as
Night, Oct. 24. at
Grand Master.
8:30 O'ciocK.
I

ALL

SHOULD

THEN

GRAND

ATI END

LODGE

FEAST

The New Mexico Grand Lodge, A.
upP.
and A. M, which began its sessions
night,
at the fair meeting last
yesterday, will complete its work tostairs over Zeiger's Cafe, for the reason that both Messrs. Greer and Sel- night. During the morning the follers, president and secretary respect- lowing officers were elected to serve
ively of the fair, desired a much larensuing year:
ger gathering of the cash subscribers theGrand master, J. G. Fitch of Socorand creditors of the last fair.
ro.
The cause of the small crowd, last
Deputy grand master, A. N. Pratt, of
night ,was due principally to the short Carlsbad.
othnotice given for the meeting, and
Senior grand warden, W. E. Dame,
er causes were that it was pay night, of Albuquerque.
keeping the merel'antp at their stores,
Grand junior warden, J. W. Wlllson,
and the local Masons, some of whom of Roswell.
are annual fair subscribers, were
The appointive offices were to have
Grand Lodge duties.
been filled this afternoon. Other work
Realizing these conditions and feel- that consumed the afternoon were the
ing that the meeting should be largely adoption of resolutions and the adopattended, W. T. McCreight moved sec- - tion of reports of committees, and the
onded by D. A. Macpherson, that the installation of the newly elected officmeeting, called for the purpose of de- ers,
vising ways and means for paying all
Work In the Dlue Lodge, in the Mas
accounts against the late fair remain- ter Mason degree, is on the program
Tues- - for 7:30 this evening, with a banquet
adjourned
until
unpaid,
ing
be
. a. on n'- .
.
i
uay
j by Temple
evening,
uciuuer m nt o.ou
lodge to the Grand Lodge
the daily-- louowing ana Closing tne meeting.
clock, and in
papers would prevail upon tn peopie
The Grand Chapter, Royal Arch Mato attend.
.
sons, will meet tomorrow. President Greer offered an addition
to the motion, to the ettect that at the "FEELS JUST LIKE A YOUNGSTER'
approaching meeting new bf fleers for
the next annual fair be selected, he
stating that the present officers had DR. W. N. MACBETH RETURNED
been accused of mismanaging the last
THIS MORNING FROM FAYWOOD
lair, and he thought it necessary that
HOT 6PRING8.
new officers should be chosen, following the arrangement for meeting the
Dr. W. N. Macbeth, the well known
deficit. "
The mover of the original- motion dentist, returned; this morning from a
accepted the suggestion of Mr. Greer, week or ten days' sojourn at the famsouthern
after which the motion was put and ous Paywood. hot springs in
New Mexico. The doctor was fascincarYied.
Several prese'nt thought the new of- ated with the location of Paywood and
ficers should not be chosen until the its climate, and feels very much beneregular annual meeting in November, fitted as a result of taking the hot
but they did not press their sugges- mineral baths and drinking the water.
tions, and the meeting adjourned after "For some weeks I had that tired feeling," said the doctor, "on getting up
adopting the above motion.
In the morning and I finally made up
my mind to visit Paywood.' I return
CASHES BOGUS CHECKS
feeling just like a youngster, and beme, am as good as I was twenty
AND LEAVES TOWN lieve
years ago."
Nn snecial business was

transacted

I

ANOTHER SANITARIUM

AND
DAY. SO
EVERY
McGREW, ABOUT

BETTER

W. A.
SAYS
NEW MEXICO.

known
W. A.
westtrn a.-- lit of tho Hartford Fire
Insurance company, with headquarters and home at Denver, is in the
city, coming up from the south this
morning, and was among the visitors
who called at The Citizen office during
the d.iy. Mr. McGrew stated, in his
the well

onv rsnl inn,

that

New

MexVco

is

"higher and better" everyday, and that in his tours through
'lie Pecos valley section and in the
MMitlnrn counties he found tbo people
prospi i ous and noticed many substantial Improvements on all sides. Mr.
McGrew also states that while he favors single statehood for New Mexico, believing that the peojila of this
territory me entitled to that recognition from coiigre.-s- . lie, nevertheless,
would l:le t see jointu:e come, because he thinks that congress Is
to
to pay more attention
Jointure tnan to single statehood.
Krovking

RAILROAD TICKETS.

Cut Rates.
For reduced rates to and from all
points, go to Paulsen's Association
Railroad ticket office. Railioad tickets
bought, sold and exchanged.

0

The doctor and his wife have been
past several
weeks, but left last night for Deming,
to look over a proposed' site for the
sanitarium. It la his Intention to build
an institution that may even exceed
in size the National Fraternal sanitarium that Is to be located at Las Vegas. It has been known for some'
time that eastern physicians have been
considering Deming as one of the most
favorable locations In the territory for
such an Institution and the trip of
Dr. Pelgram Is believed to be In the
interest of these eastern parties.
SALOON KEEPERS PLEAD
GUILTY

omttk

TO INDICTMENTS

Joseph Rarnett and Graham Bros.,
indicted at the recent session of the
grand jury for running gaming tables
and gambling without a license, appeared before the court today and entered a plea of guilty. Judge Abbott
assessed a fine of $100 against each
of the defendants.
were returned
also
Indictments
against Geo. K. Neher and Fran kE.
Slurges, charging them with the same
offense, but their cases have not as
yet been beard.
N
The court today had not rendered
any decision in the demurrers filed to
the pleas of abatement In which the
validity of the recent grand jury was
attacked. The court has not as yet
made any ruling on the request of the
counsel for llubbell that they In? allowed to remove the records of the
treasurer's office from the court
house.

OUT OF THE HOSPITAL
RUMOR SAYS GEORGE ELLIS WILL
BRING CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS
CHARLES
AGAINST
OFFICER
MAINZ.

George Ellis, who was shot at
one night last week by Special
Officer Charles Ma'inz, of th(iSanta Fe,
was discharged from SL Joseph's hospital today. Although able to walk
with the assistance of a cane, Ellis
Is still suffering much pain from the
wound Inflicted by the officer's bullet,
which entered his back near the hip.
Ellis (ells an entirely different story
of the shooting fiom the one related
by Officer Mains. El Its says that he
did not resist the otllcer, but was running at the time he was shot. Eye
witnesses to tho shooting also confirm
the negro's story, which would seem
that the officer was too hasty in using
his gun, and shot without due provocation.
It is rumored that Ellis will bring
a criminal
Mainz,
action against
'barging the officer with assault, with
to
kill. No warrant has as yet
intent
been issued for the officer, but there
Is likely to be one at any time. It is
said that the colored people of this
city have taken up Ellis' cause, and
have employed Attorney Thomas N.
WilkC'ison to look after the defense of
Ellis, who, while he was lying In the
hospital, dangerously wounded, was
arrested, on a warrant sworn out by
Main., who charged him with assault
with iutent to kill. This, and other
things, nave led many people to believe that such action on thai part of
the railroad officer U horde) iug on
persecution.
Is-le-

and Winter

"THE WINDMILL
IS

CITY"

PROSPERING

NICELY

THUS SPOKE COLONEL JOHN
WHO

IS A MASONIC

COR-BETT-

CUT-OF-

F

VIS-

o

Offer to supply you with anything In
our line, at price that are fair and
square, and we are now making

0

Curtains, Portieres and Draperies

0

Cor-bet-

Special Prices
On the Following
912 Refrigerator
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil
$8 China Tea bets
40c China 8alad Bowl

99
Stove... .96.75
96
25c
Havlland China, at 20

Decorated
per cent discount.
75o Glas Berry 8et
35c Glass Water Pitcher
91.75 Decorated Lamp
94.50 Decorated Lamp
91 Steam Cereal Cooker
50c 8team Egg Poacher
912.50 Buggy Harness

8.

t,

93-2-

0

Our prices are the lowest..
i.

Albert

jj

Fabe r,

r.

305 Rtigoj Avenge

3

65o
40e
$10.50

Southwestern

Electric & Construction Co.
Electrical Pumping Plants
Of Every Description
Agents for the Crocker-Wheele- r
Dynamos and
Motors.
Store and Residence WT
lng
Specialty.
All
work fully guaranteed.
.'Agent for the celebrated
"Gyrofans."
Se them
In European Hotel Res-

taurant.

T. VANN, O. D.

We give ticket for the
Piano Contest
Member National Eleo-trlc-

Contractor'

oooocooooo

oooeow oexoceoec
Room

18.

N. T. Armijo Building.

Do you realize that you can get
modem telephone service today for
what you are paying for inferior service?

The only long distance transmitter
and lecelvers; wall or desk sets; long
time contracts, as you wish; lowest

WHERE TO DINE WELL.

rates.

SANTA rm RESTAURANT

de-fx.-

I

The Colorado Telephone Co.

35-3-

Quick
MKAI.S AT AM. HOURS.
time, gooil service, at reasonable
prices. The nearest place In Albuquerque to Santa Fe depot. Open day
ami night. Uar In connection.
I.YNN, 11AVKN HAY AND Iil.UE
POINT OYS'liCRS in any style. First
street and Silver avenue, opposite
Meal ticket, 21 meals for $5.

As-

sociation.
218 SOUTH SECOND ST.

J

OUR COAL YARD
Is chock full of coal that will gladden

your heart and warm your house when
it's cold. Fill your bins for next winter now, and avoid the rush.
LOOKI

American Illock Coal, the best Gallup
mined; Cenillos Lump, the Btnndard
heating coal. All isizes of hard coal.

Special Master's Sale.
Notice is hereby given that the undersigned special master, appointed
WOOD!
by decree of the court in case num- Factory Wood, $3
bered tjhl.s, Albuquerque liud Compa- Mill Wood, I- -' -- o fullfullload.load. Green
ny against W. S. Strickh-ret al, to
Eureka White Lime,
advertise and sell the property hereinafter described, will on the Sih day
HAHN'S COAL YARD,
of November, I'.iOT,, at 10 o'clock In Auto, 'Phone, 416.
Colo. 'Phone, 45.
the foienoon, at the front door of tho
county court house of the county of
liernalil.o, N. M.. offer for sale and
se'i to the highest bidder for cash
the following described real estate, tort it
In compounding medicines.
It's our business. We study to know how
Lots tweiitviwo (2ii) In Mock elev-- i
to prepare remedies so that each ingredient retain Its full medicinal
n
of the New Mexico Town Comproperties. Do you think it worth while to have your prescription
pany's Addition to the town, now city,
filled by experts in the business?
if Albuquerque, as the same are
B. H. BRIGCS A CO.
Known and designated on the map of
aid addition made by M. J. Mack, C.
Props. AlvaraJa Pharmacy.
First St. and Gold Ave.
Both Phones.
i:. on file In the office of the probate
e.X'Ofllcio
clerk an
recorder of said
Hernalillo county on the 2!Mh dav of
1SSL'.
Iieceinher,
W. E. DA mi:.
0 Auto, phone, 316. Bell phone, 115. Residence Auto phone, No. 29.
Special Master.
,

WE ARE SPECIALISTS

l

.

I

--

I

--

0

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows

Miss Viola Kremer and Miss Agnes
Stillborn announces the opening of a
narnett block.
studio In rooms
Miss Krotner Is a graduate of the
Michigan Conservatory of Music at
Detroit, Mich., and will teach voice
And piano. Mlas Stllihorn is a recent
arrival from New York and will take
a limited number of pupils in drawing
and water colors. Studio hours from
a: 30 to 12, I to 4:30.

u-

i

0

And also a full line of

0

ANNOUNCEMENT!

Construction company's work
train of f.nir englues and sixty cars.
carrying a steam shovel and other
road building appliances,
and about
2oo laborers, passed through the city
this afternoon en route to Willard, on
the Santa I'e Central, where work on
f
Is still going on. Conducthe
tor Hie Isoe was in charge, and he
stated that (lie movitu' of the train
f
from the Helen end of the
to
the eastern end was the beginning of
.
the end of the
The gru ie work west uf the canyon
is completed, with the exception of a
little smoothing up in a few places
and the faking up of some light rails
rhetn
and lepi.ichig
with heavier
sieel. Tho American bridge company,
which has the contract of placing the
I. iidi.es in Ah ) canyon on
the cement
jiiers. lias a fo.ee of engineers and laborers on the ground and this work
will be In progri ss In a f'w days.
This work train will go to Kennedy
where It will be transferred to the
Santa Fe Central and run to Willard,
where ii will leavo the Central on a
portion nf the Sanu Fe cut-of- f
already ( oust, in ted at that point. Mr.
Hiedsoe said that lie th'ught the cutoff would be In full
operation from
H Ion t,i Teieo,
its ea ern terminal,
by January 1.

s

0

25c
20c
91.25

Eyesight Specialist.
of New Mexico Board of
Optometry.
First established optician In New
Mexico. Glasses fitted for poor sight,
headache and nervous strain.
Office Room 9, Whiting block. Appointments
made at Vann's drug
store.

As evidence that work en the Santa
from Helen to Abo canyon
Fe cnt-of- f
at least, is about completed, a Lantry-Sliar-

'

0

President

cut-off-

s.

Carpets, Rugs, Matting, Linoleum,

FOURTH 8T. AND RAILROAD AVE.

BY JANUARY

the Masonic visitors who
favorej The Citizen office with a call
today, none are more favorably and
well known than Colonel John
the soft drink manufacturer of
Deming. "I am not hero to talk about
joint or single statehood, because everybody lu my section of New Mexico
is for jointure," said ihe colonel, "but
to tell you that Deming Is the comnu
city of southern New Mexico," and
on looking toward Mes-rWalton and
Turner of Silver City, continued by
' I mean every word of it,
saying:
and furthermore, the lime Is not far
distant when it will out travel Silver
City as fast as Dan Patch out paces
INTERESTS OF TERRIDeming has all thej
all competitors.
TORIES ARE IDENTICAL facilities fir a great city climate,
wafer, and broad producing acies, audi
mark my prediction, will add several
It. M. Turner, district attorney of
more, pen;!e to its popula-- j
('rant county, who is in the city at- thousand
in the near future.
Substantial
'THE KOYAL SEXTETTE'
tending the grand lodge of Masons, tiou
Improvements are going en in all see-said to The Citizen this morning:
of thu town, and corporations: held
tiotr
forth last nit-lit-.
.i' 'he Knight.- "We have a very strong, healthy from 'lie oiit.-id- e
are seeking inwst-- ' of l' ihi.es
hall on e! .I avenue, a In
joint
Matchood
seuuin.iit duu merits in the town and vicinity."
efit dance in their le e r being given
through Grant county. The business
!'' t lie colored pcuj,:..-I'..y- of the city. The
interests of our county are sirongly in
Opened
favor of joint statehood. I have mik- NEW ROOMING AND
aie all nmsieia: each playing'
ed with the leading men of the counBOARDING HOUSE. on his particular in.--' imeut, and thoj
ty, repieseiiting every industry n il of
Nice, music tiny have rem h red at several
Boliciteil.
Your patronage
functions during tin r nay here ru--j
both political parties, and have rare- clean rooms.
fleets credit upon tie in as flrst-clasly found anyone who is opposed to it.
VIRGINIA MA EST A S.
We have exactly the same conditions
5J3 South First street. art sis. At the Grali.n i. ilealy wedding
the other ri l; li t
in our county as those existMXletto' reii-anCall at llu Wc.-i-t Gold avenue for
ing in eatern Arizona; our interests
a tine serenade,
at the Elks'
are identically the same, ami I can eniluoide: y materials of all kinds. gathering the hoys de hfed the local
see no real reason why the politicians Orders taken for hand made Christ-- ' Ant li rs !y play ing
evetal lively
man gifts. Stamping done.
tu ties.
of Arizona should be opposed to It."
Among

4

0

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

cut-of-

ITOR.

$

We

cut-of-

,

de--

0

WILL BE

COMPLETED

iason, new

signs la

Swlt.er, proprietor of the Oak barber shop. It is alleged that Harter Issued a number of worthless checks
and victimized local merchants out of
a sum said to exceed $250.
Little Is known here of Harter. Ho
came to Albuquerque a. few weeks
ago and has been posing ai a prize
fighter. He la a big, well built fellow, and looks Ihe part. He seemed
to have plenty of money and appeared
to be quite a sport. During the last
few days- he has been issuing checks
on a San Francisco bank for small
amounts, and his troubles commenced
when some of these checks came back
stamped "no funds."
Haiter was much surprised when
he was arrested and Insisted that
there was a mistake somewhere. He
claims to have wealthy relatives in
California, hut up to a late hour this
afternoon telegrams sent these sup- Iosed relatives had not been answered.
He was placed under guard last night
and today, but this afternoon Constable James Smith, in whose custody he
has been, decided to turn him over to
Sheriff Armijo.
There seems to be no disposition
to prosecute Haiter if he can settle.
SANTA FE

lor the Fall

are showini

0

ARRESTED FOR CROOKEONESi

In Albuquerque for the

,

0

We

0

NEW YORK
PHYSICIAN FAVORS C. W. HARTER
ARRESTED LAST
NIGHT FOR ISSUING A NUMBER
DEMING AS PLACE FOR LOCAOF WORTHLESS - CHECKS IS
TION OF BIG INSTITUTION FOR
TURNED OVER TO THE SHERIFF.
TREATMENT OF TUBERCULOSIS.
C. W. Harter, of San Francisco, Cal.,
and who claims to be the only man
Plans are on foot for another big who can stand up and box James J.,
world'B champion neavy-- !
sanitarium in New Mexico for the JeffrleR,
treatment of tuberculosis. This time weight pugilist, was arrested at a late
Dr. G. O. Pelgram, of New 'York:, pro- hour last night on the charge of obposes to establish such an institution taining money under fals pretenses.
The complaint was made by F. VV.
at Deming.

-

GROWING BIGGER

0

JEFFRIES SPARRING PARTNER

FOR NEW MEXICO

,

d

o o o

0
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MAN SHOT BY

WINDOW DISPLAY
of FINE COATS

.

j

ERSTWHILE BLACKSMITH FORGTO
NAME
EMPLOYER'S
ES
CHECKS WHICH HE EASILY
PASSES AT SALOONS.
One Tom Mulllns, who for the past
two weeks has been employed as a
blacksmith in the shop of W. H. Smith
on Copper avenue, is missing, much
to the sorrow of his employer, who is
loser to the extent of about $42. The
police are looking for Mulilns, who Is
wanted for forgery.
Mulllns did not show up for work
yesterday, but Smith did not suspect
anything until a local bank telephoned him that two checks had been presented to the bank with his signature
attached, hut had been thrown out as
forgeries. Smith at onoe Investigated
the matter and had a warrant Issued
for his erstwhile employe.
So far two checks have turned up.
One for $21 was presented late Saturday night at falling's saloon on Hail-roaavenue and cashed, while anothsigned
er for the same amount and Nadar-aeco'W. H. Smith was presented ut
saloon and cashed.
The police are inclined to believe
that Mulllns went to Colorado and a
descr'ptif n ft him has been sent the
police of towns in that state.

.

BE SURE AND SEE OUR

a

TONIGHT

AY

we will offer these elegant Coats at

45-T-

WAS ADJOURNED

AffterimooinL Coats
Eveminijg' Coats

e?S'M

87-f-

--

FAIR MEETING

WOOL

Amalgamated Copper
85i
140
American Sugar
BY THE
APPOINTMENTS
BISHOP Atchison, common
112
Baltimore & Ohio
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
72'i
171
The annual conference of the Eng- I'anadinn Pacific
4fi
lish Methodist Episcopal church closed Colorado Fuel & Iron
. . 2S'i
Colorado Southern, common
at Silver City last night, after a well Chicago, Great Western, com .. 21N,
attended meeting from last Wednesday C. & O
.. 66
.. 4
until Sunday, and appointments of the Erie, common
Erie,
.. 81i
first
were
as
follows:
conference
Louisville & Nashville
.151 1
Rev. A. P. Morrison, of El Paso, Is Missouri Pacific
.103 i
reiu'ineii as superintendent of the New .metropolitan
24 Vi
Mexieo
missions of the Meth- Mexican Central
New York Central
149
odist Epis. ppal church.
Norfolk
S5:4
Albuquei ,ue Rev. J. C. Rollins, for- Reading, common
121
exchanges
Ariz.,
Pennsylvania
vfco
merly of Tjmpe,
144
with Rev. Wilbur Flske, former pastor Rock Island, common
32
of the Lead Avenue Methodist church. Rock Island, pfd
reRepublic Iron & Steel, common.. 25
El Paso Rev. C. D. Dalton,
Republic Iron & Steel, pfd
turned.
96 V4
reClayton Rev. J. S. Freeman,
Southern Pacific
68i
St. Paul
turned.
179
Las Vegas Rev. R. A. Moiley, of Southern Railway
354
tue Rock River conference, formerly Tennessee Coal & Iron
864
pastor of the Oa.k Park church, of Chi- Texas Pacific
34
cago, exchanges with Rev. A. C. Guyer. Union Pacific, common
13174
Katon Rev. H. Van Valkenburg, U. S. S., common
37
V. S. S., pfd
returned.
104
Roswell Rev. William Reace, re- Wisconsin Central, common .... 317&
U. S. Leather, common
turned.
54
Santa Fe and Espanola Rev. J. L. O. & W
Shlvely, returned.
Greene Copper
27 i
Santa Rosa Rev. A. M. Harkness,
returned.
Kansas City Live Stock.
Silver City Rev. J. G. Harshtw, reKansas City, Mo., Oct. 17 Cattle ,
Receipts, 34,000, Including S.000 southturned.
Belen and Estancia Rev. J. Q. erns; market 10c lower;, native steers,
RuofT, who accepts these charges after $4ftt; southern
steers. $2.603.75;
a period of rest, during which time be southern
cows.
$1.752.7.":
native
has recovered from a spell of sick- cows and heifers, $1.75(JT 4.50; stock-erness.
and feeders. $2.6o$i 4 25; bulls,
Rev. Wilbur Flske. of the Lead Ave $23; calves,
$2.506.25; western
nue Methodist Episcopal church, who cows, $2.80(4.50.
returns to prepare for his new charge
Sheep Receipts, 8,000; market was
at Tempe, Aril., said that the confer- strong; muttons, $45; lambs, $5.60
ence was Interesting throughout. Dur- (Tf7.35;
range wethers, M.5ti(f?5.25;
ing the time while the conference was fed ewes, $3.5004.00.
In session, the new First ,l:ethodIst
Chicago Live Stock.
church of Silver City, was dedicated
Chicago. Oct. 17. Cattle Receipts,
by Bishop Berry, of Buffalo, N. Y., who
20,000;
market 10c lower; beeves,
was the most distinguished meml
of the clergy present at the confer- $3.nfi.30; cows and heifers. $1.25
ence, and who presided over Its de- 4.40; stockers and feeders, $2.15y
4.30; Texans, $3.4og 4.50; westerns,
liberations.
Dr. H. K. Carroll, of New York, ad- $3.254.80.
Sheep Receipts,
30,000;
market
dressed the conference on missionary
work, and Mrs. A. N. Bodkin, of Los steady; sheep, $45.30; lambs, $4.75
Angeles, delivered an tTCTess before (&5.
the Woman's Home Missionary
St. Louis Wool.
which was also In session durmarSt. Louis, Mo., Oct.
ing last week at. Silver City.
ket unchanged.

hood and consequently he favors that
which Is possibles Jointure with Arizona.
In speaking of the tour of the oon-g- r
.en in Arizona and the numerous Interviews purporting n come
from them contrary to the joint st..'
hood measure and favoring single
statehood for Arizona's 123,imio people,
Mr. lloiewell said that he did not
fa! o m.ich stock In any of the stories
s rr
by the Arizona press. He favors j.jint statehood because he realizes that single statehood is impossible and because he realizes that If we
don't get self government at the comin session of congress. It wld be a
dead issue tor many years 10 come.
Mr. Hopewell be'.leves, however, that
the lowers at Washington have made
up t'jelr minds to pass the Joint statehood MP and it will be siven to the
southwest territories whether they
u.mt it or not.

'

s

ME4l

MONET

Closing

City.

the utter Impossibility of single

of
lope will,
tho territorial democratic eetitrnl com
mlttee, left tli i h morning for Denver,
where bo is rilled on business supposedly in connection, with the Albuquerque Eastern railway, of v. tr.rh he
is general manager.
Ml. iiope'vel. si.il t,.;;l. he v.onln
like to be in the city tomorrow to
meet the returning congro ; ional party, now in Arizona, hut his business at
Denver was so urgent as to call Mm
away.
A!t!tj;;Th M. Hopewell makes his
home ir. Sleri i county. (Iowa In the
aouthv.-cspart of the territory, his
laisiu-saffairs l.' ep h.i a gr titer
and in
t.arl of the-- time at Salt a
Albuquerque, ana I". speaMns o' tne
statehood matter or any other public
matter, ho represents the democratic
party of the territory as a whole. Col.
Hopewell is one of the statehood
ideates of the territory who realize
J
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The Golden Rule Dry Goods CoA

MARKETS

THE

SILVER CITY

FAVOR JOINT STATEHOOD

Col. W. S.

PAGE FIVE.

Special gale cf fine Hath Robe,
riankets, Just the thing for your win- tpr Hath ltube. Choice, 2 each. Se:
display at the Golden Rule q
window
'
fry Goods company.

A. EJORDtZRSp funeral Director

0

nd Embtlmer

Black or White Hearse, $5.00.
Commercial Club Building.
CITT UNDERTAKER.

A

ALBUQUEBQUK EVENING

PAGE SIX.

Railroad Top:
C. Severns, who has been filling the
position of agent for the Santa, Fe at
San Antonio, N. M., has been transferred to Helen.
T). B. Thomas and I,. B. Gould, two
civil engineers, left laRt night for
Williams, where they will Join
Santa
Ke surveying corps.

Traveling
the Santa
Las Vegas,
the engines

Bnglneer John A. Ross of
Fe, with headquarters at
spent the day Inspeetlng
at the local shops,

road station, setting forth the name

Travelers often
dustrlal Interests.
wonder, when a train conies to a stop,
what the town Is that spreads out be
fore them. True, the railroads are doing a great deal to exploit and adver
Use the attractions, scenic and com'
nierclal, of most of the more Impor
tant places, but it wouldn't be an al
together bad Idea for trie towns to do
a little something themselves, If only
to set up a bulletin of facts for the
enlightenment of the passing traveler.

...

Dr. J. P. KaMer, chief surgeon of
the Santa Fe, arrived In the city last TYPE OF ENGINE NEVER
night, from Topeka, and spent the day
BEFORE SEEN IN WEST
The Southern Pacific has recently
lie;e on professional business.
ordered a new type or engine never beRrakeman George Flaherty, who fore seen on the western roads. II ts
was visiting with friends and relatives called a balanced compound, and has
iu Kansas on a leave of absence, has an extra cylinder in the middle of
returned to Ijis Vegas and has re- the saddle of the engine. This ar
rangement gives working 'steam all
ported for duty.
the time and obviates any dead point
P. W. Zimmerman, the claim agent in the working of the engine. The
of th
anta Fe road, with headquar- locomotive has been used with great
ters here, was at las Vegas yesterday success by the Pennsylvania and New
on business connected with his depart- York Central In makjng long runs
with their limited passenger trains,
ment.
and 90 miles an hour has been made
Mr. and Mrs. O. G. Parsley, of Chi without the least difficulty in long
cago, passed through this city last distances.
The locomotives will be
night for the Pacific coast. They used first on the California divisions,
will atop a day at the Grand Canyon. probably on the coast, and will be sent
Mr. Parsley Is the gene. al agent of all over the system if satisfactory.
the Kansas City & Southern road at Tucson Post.
.
Chicago.
D.

M.

Spittler and

James

Stuch-berry-

,

...

RUNS
AWAY IN CHICAGO YARDS.
In a wild runaway daeh an Illinois

who have been special officers
the employ of the Santa Fe railroad Ceneral fast mail

train that left for
ia
at Needles since the machinists' the south at 2:30 a. ra., Friday, narberowly
escaped
now
wreck and destruction,
out of the service
strike, are

...

cause of the reduction of the police at Grand Crossing.
The engineer,
protection of the railroad at Needles. Frank A. Rugg, was struck by some
projection after passing Sixty-thirH. C. Howland, a fo: mer Needles street, and fell unconscious at his post.
resident and an employe in the oflVce Not until the destruction of the train
of Superintendent John Denalr while was imminent was nla condition disin that city, is now assistant Santa Fe covered, and the wild flight of the
agent in San Bernardino, he lately fast mail brought to an end by Rugg's
having been promoted from Superin- fireman.
Tearing through darkness the train
tendent Hitchcock's office at that
approached a network of tracks at
place.
Grand Crossing with undiminished
The big dynamo for installation al speed. Then, Paul A. Wlieeler, the
exfireman, found the engineer unconthe Santa Fe shops, Needles, is
pected there daily. The present dy- scious and bleeding from a Jagged
namo is overtaxed, but the new one wound in his head, and brought the
installed there will be nearly three train to a stop on the verge of the
times the capacity of the present one, danger point. Rugg's head 7i ad struck
for lights and power. An electrical some object while he was JCrlng
crane will be placed in the shops for from the cab window.
the handling of the heavy pieces of
machinery as soon as the dynamo is SANTA FE MAY REDUCE
TIME FROM CHICAGO.
in use.
V3iile no announcement has as yet
been made as to the winter schedule
NAVAJOS TAKE THE
PLACE OF GREEKS. of the Santa Fe, It is understood that
The Denver & Rio Grande railroad the California Limited, now running
are employing Navajos to take the twice a week, will become a dally
place of the Greeks who were taken train some time in the latter part of
out last week. This is the best move November, Instead of waiting a mdnth
the road ever made. The Navajo is later, as has been done several seaa good worker and is faithful, and will sons past.
It is understood the train will also
do more work, man for man", than the
leave Chicago several hours later In,
Greeks.
One hundred will be employed at the day than heretofore, and that an
$1.60 per day, every dollar of which attempt will be made to reduce the
will be spent right here at home. We running time of the train somewhat.
congratulate the 'officers of the road It Is said this reduction of the time
on this move. Fa. mlngton TimeB.
schedule will be possible because of
the improvements being made In the:
The investigation of the relations, t;ack and the new fast engines the
between the railroads and refrigerator road has been securing for some
car lines undertaken by the interstate months past.
.
commerce commission has brought ont
the fact that the six leading packing BAD FREIGHT WRECK
companies own 25,000 cars which in
ON SOUTHERN PACIFIC.
1904 operated over a car mileage of
There was a bad freight wreck on
646,720.000 miles, and Commissioner the main line of the Southern Pacific
Garfield estimates that these cars Friday morning, at Craz, a small desearned $4,893,535, and that the earn- ert station a few miles west of Yuma.
ings amounted to 17 per cent of the
While few and meager details of the
capital Invested in t'ne.cars.
trouble were received out this way. it
Is known that the wreck was a serious
BIG 8URPLU8 AND ALSO
one. It Is understood to have oocured
DIVIDENDS FOR PULLMAN in the hill country weal
of Yuma,
The Pullman company's annual where it is exceedingly difficult to
toe
meeting will
helfl in Chicago, "Oct. build shoo fly tracks.
19th, with the expectation that an extrThe fast Rock Island train, going
a-cash
dividend of possibly 20 per west, was delayed by the wreck, the
cent will be declared for the benefit of train being annulled for the day,
the stockholders. .The Pullman com- which would Indicate that the officials
pany has to Its credit a balance of not did not expect to get tne wreck clear
less than $12,000,000. Its total sur- before Saturday morning.
plus was estimated Saturday at about
It is understood th"e wreck was
$20,000,000.
caused by a wheel flange breaking,
"year
The
JuBt closed has been the which caused the train to pile up in
most prosperous In the history of the a deep cut, making It very difficult to
company. It Is expected the surplus get at. So far as Is known, no one
before the dividends will show about was injured.
Fourteen cars were
IS per cent earned on $74,000,000 of smashed up.
The freight was east
capital stock. The earnings of the bound.
company in 1904 were $24,788,729, an
excess of more than $1,000,000 over WHERE FAST TiME MAY
1903. - The earnings for this year will
BE USED TO" ADVANTAGE.
approximate $25,000,000. For the year
In ordeKthat they may meet their
ending July 31. 1904. the total earned opening engagement, Monday night, at
on Che stock wa 13.05 per cent.
Ogden, the "Girl from Kays" company
has arranged with the Salt Lake railGOOD SUGGESTION TO
road for a fast special train to leave
TOWNS ON RAILROADS.
Los Angeles at the close of the SatIt would be a good ldoa for every urday night performance, October 21,
city, town, village and hamlet along and catch the regular Overland Limthe line of any railroad, says the Four ited, which will leave here Saturday
Track News, to put up a sign or two night at 7:20 o'clock.
somewhere in proximity to the rail
The special ia scheduled to leave
d

...

...

...

at 12:30 o'clock Sunday morning. This
win give the Overland a start of five
hours and ten minutes. It is to overcome this difference and get the theatrical company aboard the regular
train In time for them to make their
" for
"ffftvfnf
wrtrfnl "CiwfarM-f tortiftrh
hr4 rimtiiliatknnr1 y"ir ' mUi r y mr-connections at fait Lake City that the cttiirrh
w"" ff prij it
and rtvM""
wonderful
dti
r
rnmpoftttlnn.
San Pedro roal has arranged for the 1 to'TMcrrt'rfnr
,"lli nmt1lrf
lBkn namf'
"hrthat CaNcarMa
special train. The railroad company bnthftvi
without rail ami flml
mntm In a rfaf than all the otto art 1 bar rllT
has engaged to catch the Overland 'or would
m a year "
to make no charge for the special.
Jaufft M r(i una. 1M Uret St.. Jf rief City, K. J. .5
With no stops to make except for
water and fuel, and with a light train,
Best for
it I expected that the special will
make up the five hours and catch the
Overland at Callente, 457 miles from
Angeles. The Fullman coaches of
the theatrical company will' then be
CAKPVeATMAKTIC
attached to the regular train and will
Ogden.
on
to
continue
While It is not intended that the
15
special
theatrical
shall make any
PUM,
Potnt.Ttarxv. ro Onnd.
"Scotty-like- "
run. It Is expected that How
lltti!.
n or (irip. 10c, 2.'.e, SOc. Knvor
W.
Sicken,
nla In bnlk. Th rnin tnhlel ttnniped COO.
It will roll off some very fast, miles,
to eare or your money beck.
as it will be given right of way over OlUhrnl0d
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. joa
everything on the line.
ANNUAL
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...
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GEORGE F. BAER AGAIN
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THIRD STREETS

Knit Goods

PASSENGER AGENT
THE SANTA FE, JAMES M.
CONNELL, IS AN OLD RAILROAD
OFFICIAL.

OF

convincingly displays the intrinsic
value of Its shades and the great possibilities beforf the property.
It has before it, also, unless something unforseeti intervenes, a banner
year. There Is a big bumper crop of
corn, also other farm staples, which
are to be translated to the markets
and upon the Atchison, as a carrier,
much of this ttaffic will fall. Throughout Its territory, immense development
Is going on, bringing additional avenues for business within Its reach,
whereas the vast Irrigation projects
now carried" on by the government
cannot help directly benef-.Unthe
road substantially.
Add to this our constantly Increasing Oriental trade of help to the
and we have very reason to
believe that the Atchison will, in the
early future, take its place among
the enviable railroad properties of the
United States, not exceeded by the
Union Pacific in this respect, and then
the Atchison shares ought to command
prices.
similar
Financial

0
'0

James M. Connell, who has just
been appointed to the position of gen
eral par..rger asent of the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa, Is at Topeka to look
over the field of his new endeavors,
and has been :n the employ of the
years. He Is
Santa Fe for twenty-twebout 45 years old now and began his
railroading career in the freight de
portment of the U'iriinfton a the
Chicago offices. His first employ
ment with the Santa Fe was In 1883
when he was ma le chief e'erk In the
general agent's offices at Chicago. The
following year Mr. Connell was appointed freight and passenger agent
at Milwaukee for the northwest dis
trict. He became city ticket and pas
senger agent at Chicago in 1890, and
seven years ago he was made general World.
agent in the passenger department at
Chicago, which position he heftl at the THE EASTERN RAILWAY
time of his recent appointment to be
general passenger agent of the road.
ANNUAL MEETING
o

...

TOPEKA
& SANTA

OF A DISASTROUS YEAR
THIS GREAT PROPERTY MAKES
A SPLENDID 8HOWING.

IN FACE

The annual report just Issued by the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe brings
to light that, nothwlthstanding that
last year was filled with a continuous
series of adverse circumstances, the
gross earnings slightly Increased. The
net dropped from $15,359,771 to $11.- 742,340 entirely owing to the great
damage wrought by floods.
As President Ripley remarks:
"The
excessive rainfalls were remarkably
not confined1 to any one locality, but
almost universal and continuous; in
fact there was hardly a week that
some part of the line was not put
out of business ty reason of floods of
greater or less magnitude. For weeks
It was necessary to advise patrons to
ship or travel over other routes."
Naturally, the extensive damage
done to the property by floods requir
ed extraordinary expenses for con
struction? This had to come from the
net earnings;
otherwise, Atchison
for the year would have reflected the
great growth that lias been temporarily concealed by the vagaries of the
elements, for It cannot.be estimated
what business was lost because of the
road's inability to take care of the
traffic.
Yet during the year the Atchison not
only redeemd $2,500,000 serial debent
ure bonds on February 1st. 1905, but
the company also purchased and can
celed $1,301,000 of the series of bonds
maturing February 1st, 1906.
There is little likelihood that such a
combination of adverse circumstances
erowded within the brief space of a
year will happen to the Atchison again
in the next dozen years. So foe At
chison, by making such a satisfactory
showing as to earn a Substantial margin over all dividend requirements,

I

SEVENTY-FIV- E

Yesterday .morning In the solicitors'
the Santa Fe railroad at La9
the annual meeting of the
stockholders of the Eastern Railway
of New Mexico was held, and Immediately following it the annual direct
ors' meeting.
The stockholders were all present
In person or by proxy.
The meeting
organized by electing Colonel R. B.
Twitchell chairman and W. E. Oortner
secretary. The following board of
was elected: E. P. Ripley,
Chicago; Victor Morawetz, E. J.
uerwlnd. New York; R. E. Twitchell,
XV. E. Gortner, Charles Russell, M. R.
Williams, has Vegas.
At the meeting of the directors the
following officers were elected: President, E. P. Ripley; first vice president, E. D. Kenna; second vice presi
dent, J. W. Kendricks; third vce
president, George T. Nicholson; sec
E. Wilder, Topeka;
ssistant secretaries, R. E. Twitchell,
La9 Vegas; L. C. Denting, New York;
assistant treasurer, H. W. Gardiner;
general counsel, V. Morawetz, general solicitor, Gardiner Lathrop.
It Is the Intention of the directors'
and officials of the company to make
Las Vegas the business headquarters
of the Eastein railway of New Mex
ico, and to transact the major portion of the business of the company
there.
offices of

FE Vegas,

tary-treasure-

BOUND OVER TO

THE GRAND JURY.
John King, the youth accused of
stabbing young Sim Holsteln on the
Mlmbres Saturday night, September
23, while returning from a dance, was
tried before Justice Newcomb last
week and was hound over to the grand
Jury in the sflm or $2,000, says the
Silver City Enterprise.
The young
man gave bond and was released. The
wound which young Holsteln received
did not prove nearly so serious as the
physicians first thought and the young
man is now up and around, although
he had a nairow escape from death.

F

YEARS' GROWTH
IN LOCOMOTIVE MAKING

e

motive

constructed

own plans.

according to his

This he sent from New York to Bal
timore by a sailing vessel. When It
arrived, there were no wheels on
which to 'mount It, but Ross Wlnans
promptly supplied these missing essentials, and the trial trip was essayed.
The outcome gave the carpers a fine
chance to have their fun at Cooper'3
expense, for the locomotive obstinately refused to move, and the Joke passed current that Cooper liad an Idea
he could haul passengers and freight
with a stationary engine.
Cooper,
still undaunted, decided
that the failure was due to defects
that could readily be remedied In the
hands of competent mechanics and obtained the services of George W. Johnson and Jades Mulholland, to remodel
the locomotive, regardless of cost.
These two men thus became really
the mechanical fathers of the first
really successful American locomotive.
They finished their work in their In- adequately equipped shop, and applied
the name "Torn Thumb" to the creation of their endeavor.
Cooper now had his revenge. The
"Tom Thumb' made the trip froi
Baltimore to Eliicott's mills without
a break In an hour and a quarter, and
the return trip In
minutes.
One horse was Its computed power,
and the weight it drew was less than
five tons. The speed it made was
about twelve, miles an hour.
Now one of the flyers that go between New York and Chicago things
nothing of averaging ruoie than a
mile a minute for long stretches.
This wai the beginning. In a short
time came Matthew Baldwin, the pioneer of great American locomotive
builders, and founder of the bouse
that still bears his name, the greatest
company of locomotive builders in the
fifty-seve-

-

We have Just received a laroe ahloment of Knit Qvie.
were bought many months ago long before the rise In
the
wool market, and will Mil them at correspondingly low
price. For

instance

Bibles Hcodi,
Babies' Jackets.
Babies' Bootees,

$2.00 to 25c Children's Skirts, $1.00 to 35c
1.25 to 65c Ladies' Skirts,
2.50 to 40c
45c to 25c Shawl Fascinator j nn
ww
ar V
-

SALE

13

NOW IN PROGRESS.

EVERY THIRTEENTH

THE GLOBE STORE,

The Baldwins got the first foreign
recognition for Amerlran locomotive
building, when, in 1840, they were
awarded an order by Austria. Since
that time they have constructed locomotives for almost every known country of the world. Against the five-toengine they first built are now to be
346,000
matched giants weighing
pounds.
But it is not alone in the Increased
size of the locomotive, or In its Increased capacity or speed that the
story of the wonderful development Is
told.
n
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PURCHASE ABSOLUTELY FREE.

West Railroad Avenue
IOI

"THE WOMAN IN THE CASE,"
FROM DRAMA TO REAL LIFE
"KATIE GIRL," HEROINE OF THE M., K. & T. RAILWAY, SEES MISS
BLANCHE WALSH'S PLAY AND GOES OUT PISTOL IN HAND, TO
SHOOT THE MAN WHO WAS NAMED
DIIN
VORCE CASE AGAINST H ER SENSATIONAL SHOOTING IN ST.
LOUIS REOPENS HEART TRAGEDY OF MRS. LILLIAN SPRAGUE
AND GENERAL PASSENGER AGENT MORTON.

STIRRED

THESE
WORDS IN THE PLAY
' "I love you first, last and al- ways. You represent life In this
world to me.
"My faith in him Is more than
human; It comes from my soul,
and you know in our souls lives
$ whatever there is of the' divine
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In us.

"Will you never understand
what a woman can undergo for
the man she loves? .Men endure
physical torture for our sakes
which our bodies refuse to sup- port, but we make it up in what
we can endure mentally and
spiritually for you." Margaret
Rolfe. in "The Woman in. a!
ine
Case."
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St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 14. With three
shots from a revolver Mrs. Lillian
Sprague sharply broke the Silence that
followed her, divorce sensation of a
few months ago. Meeting after midnight, George Morton, general passenger agent of the M., K. & T. railroad,
whom iher husband has named as corespondent, the former "Katy" girl
voiced indignation at his alleged Indifference to her by shooting at him.
She was dragged away from Morton's
premises by a policeman and spent
the night In a cell weeping over her
heart tragedy.
"I' cannot explain every emotion
that filled my breast," she said, after
her arrest. "1 know only that I was
oppressed by a sense of my shame;
of my lost position in the world, in society, of my aggiieved frieuds. my
wronged liusband. and my poor little
child. I wu filled with a fierce desire for reparation, for gome recompense from the man who bad brought
this unhapplnness upon me, and of late
seemed so Indifferent to my sufferings. I do not know whether I should
have shot at him or not If he had not
struck at me."
A few hours after attending
the
performance
matinee
of blanche
Walsh In "The Woman in the Case,"
Mrs, Sprague attempted to shoot t'ne
man in real life for whom she bad,
made sacrifices.
"It affected me," Mrs. Sprague said,
"especially that third act,
when
Blanche Walsh, by her remarkable
sacrifice
for the man she loves,
throws the other the immoral woman
into such sharp contrast.
While

Is no parallel in the play and
my real life story, wlien I went home
those lines which tell of the wife's
sacrifices for the man did appeal ..o
my be.--t emoflons. No one who knows
me will compare me with Claire Foster. And as for Margaret Rilfe, the
wife, she made sacrifices for her husband. I sacrificed mine, my all, for
the man I loved."
Mrs. Sprague met Morton In a shed,
used by him as a garage, where he
was putting away his automobile.
Two bullet holes in the weather boarding indicate that tfhe blazed away at
something. A third bullet whizzed
close to a policeman who came up.
Mrs. Sprague is the beautiful wo-man
rw.
Vhn tinoni
-Atl. pictures .
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business man, and was prominent in
West End society. Last spring a stir
was caused by his suit for divorce,
naming the railroad man, who had
been his intimate friend, as the wrecker of his home. He secured the divorce.
She claims that after the "divorce
she traveled with Morton, but that
the M., K. & T. man gradually grew
cold to her.
Another dramatic feature of the case
is this, statement by Mrs. Sprague:
"One day I saw Mrs. Morton on the
street car, and I asked her why she
did not get a divorce from him, and
thus enable me to marry him, and, as
far as I could, repair my broken life.
She replied that she would never allow
him to have a divorce; that If ahe
could not .have him herself, she was
determined that I should not."
Although Morton let the matter
drop, Mrs. Sprague may not. She pro
poses to prosecute him on the charge
nf atrIWin her Xlnrtnn
h.
opinion that the woman Is seeking no- -
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FOR CATARRH.

Just Breathe Hyomei Four Times a
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It wMI cost you nothing to examine these gooda, and compare qualitle. and price with
those offered bv7
other stores.
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The primitive machine that Peter
Cooper pushed to asuccessful test sev
enty-fivyears ago meant more than
a newly discovered
and improved
means of transportation. It was the
medium of turning isolation Into populous cities. It opened up a close communication that was to bring New
York and San Francisco days, Instead
of months apart. It made it possible
for the United States to become a real
nation instead of a widely separated
confederation of states with little In
common.
The tiny locomotive has become the
marvelous giant of today. There are
now In the neighborhood of 50,000
locomotives In the United States, and
all of them are busy. Nearly 214,000
miles of track have been laid to sat"
(Geo. F. Baer, president of the Philadelphia & Reading Railway
isfy the growing demand for railroad
Company, who was the leader of the anthracite railways and oper- communication. Over these tracks
atora, in the great struggle of 1902, with the United Mine Workers, f were last year hauled, as nearly as
is credited with being behind the present agitation against the ie- the combined reports of all the railanother
mands of the miners which may precipitate
ntrlke next
roads are available, a matter of 750,- f April.
oon.ooo passengers, and 1,300,000,000
Age 63.
tons net pounds of freight.
f
Born Somerset county. Pennsylvania.
a
These are figures which would stag
At 13 became a printer in the office of the Somerset-Democrat4 ger the belief of the wildest optimist
With his 'brother, became owner of the paper in 1SG1.
f that ever lived. Just a recital of the
figures conveys a more graphic picture
Studied law. Raised volunteer company.
Was in second battle of Bull Run, and Chancellorsvllle.
4
of progress fhan could be drawn by
'
Was adjutant general of the second brigade of the Army of the
the most girted of pens.
4
The locomotive in i England antef Potomac.
Admitted to the bar 1R64.
dated the one In this country by a
few years. One of British manufac
Removed to Reading, 1868, and acquired large practice.
Became counsel for Philadelphia, & Reading, 1870, later a dl- ture was brought to these shores for
use In the coal regions of Pennsyl
rector of the road.
'
Resigned directorship because of disagreement with President
vania In 1S22. It was called the
"Stourbridge Lion," but it turned out
McLeod.
to bo more of a Jay, and after an un
confidential advlBer of J. P. Morgan In Pennsylvania.
' Became
successful attempt, was sent to the
Had much to do with the reorganization of the Philadelphia &
f Reading
scrap heap, and the expense of the
In 1893.
'
venture charged to profit and loss.
President P. & R. railroad, P. & R. Coal and Iron Co., Central
V
This incident was not of a kind to
Railway of New Jersey, 1901.
Figured as the leader of the operators In the big anthracite coal V Instill confidence in the minds of fu4
'
V ture capitalists who were besought to
strike of 1902.
experiment
Known as "Divine R,!ght" Baer on account of a letter in which
with locomotives, but
be was quoted as saying "The rights and interests of the laboring V Cooper proved an exception, for he
early saw the limitless possibilities of
men shall be protected and cared for not by the labor agitators, but
Christian men to whom God In Ills infinite wisdom bad given the
such an invention if It could be apf by
plied to Baltimore, where he owned
control of the property interests of the country, and upon the sue- cessful management of which so much depends."
land.
'
In summer, makes his home at Reading, Pa., at "liruln's Choice."
Not the least of the opposition cam)
Travels fifty miles to his Philadelphia office and back every
from Baliimoreans themselves. They
'
week day.
said that the road, as planned, was
f too
crooked, that the grades were too
f fice. Lives In Philadelphia in winter, but walk to and from his of- steep and that not enough steam could
'
Kond of golf, but bis main recreation is farming.
be applied and maintained to make
lias visitor's privilege of the Union League Club, but is not a V' possible the hauling of heavy loads.
f member,
being classed there as a democrat in national politics.
Notwithstanding all this cold water,
t
U of retiring disposition.
Cooper persisted, anO fortunately had.
f
V
Is very rwucent in demeaaer.'
.
in his habits,
means to put tils oeJitf to a pracf me
tical test. Iu 182!), he had a loeo- s
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DYSPEPSIA

of the town, and whatever claim It
hag for historical, residential and In
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Day and Be Cured.
Hyomei
performed
has
almost
miraculous cures of catarrh, and l
today recognized by leading members
of the medical profession as the only
advertised Temedy that can be relied
upon to do just what it claims. The
complete outfit of Hyomei costs $1.00,
and consists of an inhaler, a medicine
dropper and a bottle of Hyomei.
Breathe Hyomei through the inhaler for a few minutes, four tlme
a day, and it will cure the worst case
of catarrh. It soothes and heals the
mucous membrane of the air passages, prevents irritation and effects
a complete and lasting cure.
In Albuquerque thme are scores of
well known people who
have teen
cured of catarrh by Hyomei. If It
does not cure you J. II. O'Rielly A Co.,
ill return the money you pay for Hyomei. This Is the strongest evidence
that can be offered as their faith 1n
the remedy.
Buen

Trabajo

en

los

Btatel.

Campo

da

La cosecha del betabel en el verln-daride Rocky Ford y Lamar, Colorado, comi'nzara dentro de unoa dias.
Se neceslta un gran numero da
man
Lo
pagaran
labradorei
buenos sueldos.
SKUGT. ROBT. M. PATE ST. GEORGH ST.
THE OLD QITY GATES.
Vayanse para Lamar o Rocky Ford
Si. Augustine, Fla., Oct. 17. Presi- tion at the Ponce de I.eon hotel, and de una vez.
dent Roosevelt, who Is due to visit a diive through the ancient St. George
c'ompanla Americana de Betabel.
this, .the oldest city in the United street. Roosevelt is to make an ad(American Beet Sugar Company.)
States, on October 21st, is to be given dress in the old slave market.
The official salute to the president
a characteristic
He
Stops earache In two minutes, toothentertainment.
will be given a banquet in old Fort will be in the hands of Sergt. KoM. M. ache or pain of burn or scald In five
Pate who Is the only United States minutes; hoarseness, one hour;
Marlon, which dates back to 1565.
Only sea food will be served, pre- soldier in the city, and in charge of
two hours; sore throat, twelve
pared by Tony Masters. ..a chef of Fort Marion, and six other old Span- howrs Dr. Thomas' Eclectric Oil, momuch renown. There will be a recep ish forts. He will be kept prtrtty bUBy narch over pain.
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Kingston Miner,
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Cigar.

RICHARDS-CIG- ARS

US
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IRRIGATION

W. Railroad Avenua.

PIONCEt BAKERY

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balllnf Bros.)
WEDDINO CAKES A RPrrniAT.Tv
We desire patronage and we coar- uvo urai ciasa Damng.
207 8. First Street.
Alboaoertrue.

Thos.

r.

Established in 1882

F. C. PRATT

INSTEAD OF PUN
ISHMENT OF MALEFACTORS IS
PROPOSED IN ENGLAND.

& CO.

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

fit for 6 years. We are Headquarter
for Power Pumping Machinery. Send
for Catalogue.

The

Kelehcr

PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Rih!ph t.p.
Harness.
Robes. Horse Blankets.
.t.
metto Roof Paint: lasts
tops leaks. Cash paid for Hid. and
Pelts.
KH
WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.

We commented recentlv on An flr- ticle by Sir Oliver Dodge, the eminent
scientist, in which he advocated.
Hlllsboro Creamery Butter Best on
among other social reforms, immedimartn.
ately practicable, the substitution of
real refomatories for our Denal insti
urders Solicited.
Free Deliver.
tutions, urime, Sir Oliver contends,
i
moral disease, and criminals should
214 South Second Street.
be cured and restored to moral healt'n.
rather than degraded, punished and
&
uranuea as outcasts.
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,
What is known In Enelanri m tha
Borstal plan Is an enllsrhte.ned attemnt
iu apply on
modest scale this view
Automatic phone 451.
Ahead of tha Gin
or crime and criminals. The scheme
RoomlO, N. T. Armljo Building.
The sculptor who started that m
naa Been on trial since October, 1902,
and its value has alrnarfv hoon Hom. In New York over the sex of angels CLARKVILLK PRODUCE
CO
onstrated, for it Is proposed to ea- - :,K a bammer and broke tne two he
HAY, GRAIN AND FEED
nai s ngnt. An angel
taoiisn a prison on the same principles
'
Wholesale and Retail
m Lincoln, ror the north of ISngland. I B
wluas "P nrojie.
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
The Borstal Diison Is near Rochem Al
J. B. MaeMANTTH Mn
and only prisoners between tha aires II A Cincinnati physician,
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602 South First Street Both Phones
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PUMPING
IS A SUCCESS
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Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekin & Co.'s Coffees, Im
ooden's Granite Flour.

CRIME A DISEASE

R. A. Walker, sunorl n tendon nf
a
Vanderbllt mine, waa in Kimrman on RECLAMATION

"e run.

REAL ESTATES-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerqua
Automatic Telephone, 174.

-
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and Salt Meat.
Sauaago Factory.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
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Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

All Kinds of Freah
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Chicago
man named
congress has made generoua approprl nmitnerepnhas unearthed
K
Vhf hla nam.
uppy to me soirtiers desir- - rore he lived In Chicago has tin.
not set
.
......
auu
bucu uren learned
ns were su.i lied to some extent from
me pront on liquor sold In the army
traynor and Green are living in high
style in the Savannah Jail. Their law
tanteen.
yer- - evidently are not so shrewd as
The canteens of the Russian-Japan-ese war amply prove the advantages I'wpie supposed,
to the soldier of abstlnenro from
"ow 8lr- - "aid the attorney for
ftrong drink. We have no reliable tea- timony from any unprejudiced source the investigating committee, "you will
. your relations wltn
io snow mat any harm has come to
"
no unite4 States army because of
,'mny'
me removal of the canteen. The pres-- J
replied ine witness,
my
"
ent discussion Is largely confined toffn 18 lne Kencrai manager, my son
law ls tn general superintendent,
those on one side who believe that It
no carm to drink and
those on the u,y wlle rrotner la tne medical di
other side who believe that drinking m'ir- one of my nephews is the su
causes Intemperance and that "intern- - Per'ntendvnt of agents, my father-iperance causes greater loss of life iaw s brother Is the secretary vmi
than war, pestilence and famine com- - don't mind if I read the rest from our
printed report, do your
oinea.
I have no fear that the United States
No Name Mentioned, But
congress will repeal the
me ureat
law. It would be much, morn in hnr- Show" has
mony with the sentiment of today to come and K0l,e nd our town people
""-"- a
or aoout 3
require me aooiitlon of all drinking
"plunks.'
THE places within a radius of three or four! Asl(,e tTOim one or two acts the exhibl
was
tlon
on the bum right. Antwerp
miles from the army posts.
tj.)

the best of prospects for a successful
Issue.

MOHAVE SECTION1

I don't know which is
th' worst chump, th'e feller th't don't know when
he's well of er th' feller
th't don't know when he
ain't well off.
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Wholesale Grocers

Meat Market

statement.
It is gratifying to all true friends
the soldiers that the United States

j

j

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

REAL ESTATE DEALERS

THIRD STREET

who approve
f the canteen would
direct some of their energies toward
removing these dives, and It would
also be well for them to use their au- tnority In securing better discipline
among the soldiers than prevails In
some sections, according to their own

Inter-Tlew-

MINING BOOMi IN

From Joert Wise.

0

o o

& CO.

Automatic 'phone, 535. Office, 208H
West Gold Avenue.

0

t

Cincinnati. O., Oct. 16. "The army
canteen Is the leaner of the two evils,"
.
said Gene;al Fred Oram in an
"The greater evil Is the outside
rum shops. The majority of trials l:i
the army are traced to the drinking of
bad whiskey In thoso Joints."
The United States
government
hould not encourage drinking among
its soldiers by permitting liq lor to be
old In their very midst! Many young
men have taken their first drink In j
the army canteen and thus begin a
down waul carer. The canteen attracted t.iem at a time in their lives
wlien the low dive outsl.'e the yna:
would have repelled them, Tut after
while the coarsening effect of liquor
drinking rendered them fit subjects
for the lowest places.
The United States should protect
the Interests of the country with as
much care and Intelligence as are
bestowed by the railroad corporation upon their business. In other
woids, it would not be Inconsistent
for the United States government to
require total abstinence of the soldlert
while under Its pay.
The low dives outside the army
posts, of which we hear so much, have
not increased in number since the
abolition of the canteen, but more attention has been called to them. It
MRS. STEVENS
would be well if those army officers ARMY CANTEEN.

MOST ANYTHING

0

ANTI-CANTEE- N
BY LILLIAN

N. PEACH

A

y

Hendrie

&

Bolthoff Mfg. and Snpply Co.

I62M639 Seventeenth Street,

DENVER,

COLORADO

c

unredeemed Diamonds

I can save you money on Diamonds. When yon
buy diamonds from me you trade with a reliable
uouse;
nat means you buy diamonds right
When you bur diamonds rleht vnn tiiun

. ..r.

X
"V.-i-

i

Investment, that's as rood as envnrnmanf iwn. m
j. ,
In.,?
in hearts and lwsrease
yvar' 'nd thej;.br,,nK
,re C0TilMy n'"el to call and Inspect my
J, f8,1.'86, .You
gems at prices jewelers
cannot buy at wholesale
what I offer at retail.
ROSENflELO, The Pawnbroker.
Tha Man You Can Trost '
1189 Railroad avenue, next door to the St. Elmo,
Albuquerque. N. M.
Railroad Tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.

W.

ll

The Chloride Gold Mining company THE DETAILS OF
nas two cars of ore piled up at the !
NEW RATE BILL
Chloride depot awaiting shipment to
me smelter. Now that better treatWholesale
and Cigar Dealers
,
ment and freight rate is in efect, tne HAVE BEEN DECIDED ON BY THE
PRESIDENT
AND
Agents
Exclusive
ore will be sent fo rward at once.
ADVISERS, ACfor Yellowstone and O. F. C.
Moet
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. Whiskies.
CORDING TO RAILWAY AGE.
Heretofore Mr. Hoffman toad to pay a
C. Bohemian and
Jos.
Schllts
Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners
freight and treatment rate on his ore
distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our IllustratedandCatalogue
of Vll per ton. It ls probable that the
According to the Railway Age, in its
and
Price
List.
Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom. .111 South First
some ore will now be handled for current issue,
the
proadministration
Street,
Albuquerque,
New Mexico.
about $8 per ton. The ore 4s desirable,
carrying both lead and iron in excess gram for railway rate legislation at
of elllcia. The Samoan mine, from the coming session of congress has
wnich the ok Is taken. Is showing been agreed on nractleallv lv Proi.
nice bodies of rich ore in all the open- dent Roosevelt and his art vi, era
ings.
It is stated that a new bill will be
The P. and A. company has struck urauea Dy Kepresentatlves Townsend
the oldi Conner ore shoot on the 500 and Esch, which will embody the folfoot level. The ore ls rich and the lowing points and that thia measure
O. B. WILLIAMS and F. W. SCHMALMAAOK,
eln at this point Is fully four feet in
i nave tne support of the presi
Proprietors.
width of solid ore. ' No ore has ever dent:
been found in the Connor ground on
First That the interstate commerce
thia level, and the opening up of this commission shall be given the power
body ia causing great joy among the i.u uctiue, upon complaint after full
shareholders of the corporation. ,The nearmg . whether ft rate is unjust or
ore from the Conner mine waa milled uu,JUj; mat tne commission shall
at the Cerbat mill and gives reaulta of have authority to substitute a rate
nearly J700 to the ton.
which shall become immediately efC. D. Pickering arrived in Kingman fective and so remain unless
and unThursday last, and departed tha same til reversed by the courts.
day to Gold Road, where he will make
Second The commission .iii h...
an examination of the big compressing auiuuruy to declare (hat a rmt
117 WE8T RAILROAD
Plant at the Gold Road mine. It is charged for shipment on
AVENUE,
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
cars
me lntentiop of Mr. Pickering to in is uiijuHr or unre&sonah n private
if
ho on
stall a large compressor plant at theland that the common carriers shall be
San JYanclsco mine, to take the place held responsible for such Charges
of the electric plant now in use. The
i una living tne interstate commine is opening up wonderfully, and merce commission Jurisdiction over
the ore taken from the lower wordings terminal railroads.
Oie. best ever produced by the prop- Fourth A reassertion of the long
WE GRIND OUR OWN LENSES
Successors to Edwards A Fuehr
and short haul provision of the origL. D. Godshall and wire came up inal interstate commerce act.
West
307
Rillroid
xtie time Is too short fnr Annniwnl
lnns.
y. i
. .
from Needles on Thursday last, and
.
.
t
Fifth A provision relating to
ti ah v .u,i
tb 'Phones.
For the reason that we can guarantee all glasses prescribed by us.
myoe
i muusiry
Dai or Kirht
na ine mas-"jonn A. Mcfn
went out to Stockton Hill. The smel- shipment of merchandise ny watc-an- the
0f the 182 "radu- - fruth when he said he was not a mill- ter at Needles la being remodeied, but rail, so as to prevent alleged manip- Ml- It ia hardly probable that it will go ulation of rates made possible in
suca
into comnjisslon.before the lBt of Jan- circumstances under the present law. been lost sight or, 9
REDUCED PRICB9
are considered
uary next. Work on the Stockton
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.
Sixth Giving the commission full doubtful," while 63 'nav
On Dental Work.
"Come around and see me when von
Plates. $8.00;
hn
Hill mines will be pushed along as authority to examine books and ret. Jconvicted of more or
Gold Crowns, $6.00; Fillings, $1.00
come to New York." unin r.mn
..i
less
of- serious
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
fast as possible, and the ore piled up oras or tne railroads and to prescribe
Gold Ave.
to Ramsey after th TriWn'mol..i.
.
m
to await the installation of a reduc- the general form and manner in which lenses.
60c All guaranteed.
Maybe George thinks that Ramsey
mo
Member
reclamation
of
more
of
Board
of Optometry Examiners.
40
than
tion plant on the property.
such records shall be kept.
per cent of the prisoners la rezarrierl has something left.
At the Keystone Mine. MineraJ
Seventh An increase in the num- as a decidedly hopeful
Indication of
Park, a large tonnage of ore is on thf ber of federal iudees and a nrnvic!,.n me success or the plan, and
Its
BORING FOR OIL
nump awaiting shipment to the smelfor expediting case
involving rate ask more liberal appropriationsfriends
and
ter. This ore is the richest ever taken controversies.
more Institutions of thesame kind
NEAR AZTEC
from tha mine, being almost ruby sil
A private association of
Have You Noticed
philanthropic
Domestic Finish
ver, carrying good values in gold. The
THE SMOKER'S HARD LOT.
citizens
with the state in A COMPANY
sireaK ia about six inches in width,
OF LOCAL Drool r
We give on our laundry workT Try it and see how
This is getting to be a bleak world finding places for the Borstal men
B.
P.
COPP,
D.
D.
S.
but very regular. It is probable that for the man with the cigar.
WILL EXPLOIT FOR OIL IN aam
Notice how long it keeps It finish. We turn out linen
providing them with food and lodging
Room 17. N. T. Armllo RniMin
r
the ore body wjll be tapped from the he takes to the woods, the Evenfor-if in the interval,
JUAN COUNTY.
' white aaVnt
and free from all specks or wrinkles.
giving them sympathy
state
iuwer level, and a larger force of men ester or fire warden will drop down and moral support in various ways
Last week at Aztec. San .1 llfln rnlin- put to work.
on him and put him to rout and to It ls interesting to learn that
the BritThe mill at Pyramid Rock is run- shame for daring to subject
ish nome office is Imbued with the ty, the New Mexico Oil and Gas com.
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.
comthe
was organized to bore for oil in
ning smoothly on Catherine ore, and munity to the risk of a
best Ideas of penal administration pany region.
conflai
mi
that
company
The
Rood results are
is
practical
being obtained. At the hotels and cafes certain rooms and keenly appreciative of the possily a local one and its officers are:
Messrs. Littlefield and Howard are at are set aside for the
men who want bilities of the Borstal plan. Chicago President
J. S. Hartman; vice presithe mine taking note of results. The to smoke. Immediately
John V. Abbott, Prop.
Record-Herald- .
inothese
are
dent. Ilr. M. I). Tavlor: treaniir..r I
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directors
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Alexander
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Meats, Butter and Eggs
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THE PRESIDENT.
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NEXT TO BANK OF COMMERCE
PAY THE HIGHEST
A. M. Mi Duf fee, mining man and There are places
CASH
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to the PRICE
FOR
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assayer of Chloride, came over to man and his cigar
RAILROAD
H.
S.
LUTZ,
Tha
Pantatorium.
where
he would
At Consistent Prices
SEE ME BEFORE YOU
Kingman on Thursday last. Mr.
J. J. BYRNE.
203 W. Railroad Ave.
Agent.
really like to be able to smoke at ease TICKETS.
SELL OR BUY. PAULSEN S ASSO- AllClothes cleaned, pressed and dyed.
C. P. A., 1xj8 Angeles, Cal.
is Just uow pcumoting a num- and with a tranquil mind
clothes
called
for
and
delivered.
Hartford CIATION
TICKET OFFICE,
ber of important mining deals with Couraut.
114 206 West Silver avenue.
Auto phone
WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
721. G. D. Hoffman, proprietor.
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Cit;zen Want Ads Bring The Best Results

0

ALUUOUEKOUE KVKXING CITIZEN.

PAGE EIGHT.

LOCAL AND

l'UKSONAL
6W WtSl

WEATHER INDICATIONS.

KAILKUAPAVt.J

Local rain and colder tonight;

the time, Is the
most prominent feature lu our fhoes.
They have tho pti.'i p nnd finish to
make your feet attractive and single
you out as lelng well dressed.
Oiib shoes nro built (o (It, snug around
the heel, to prevent slipping; close fitting over the Instep and under the
ntikle to properly support and rest the
toot; room enough for the toes to feel
rnnifortalile. No breaking In required.
Itasy from the start till they are worn

First, last and

STYILE

FIT
2

nil

nesday generally fair.

The vo.try of St. John's church will
meet at tlie Guild hall at 7:30 thin
evening.
The St. John's Guild will meet at the
Guild hall tomorrow (Wednesday) at
p. in.
'
Miss Margaret McGillivray, who is
quite ii;, was taken to the St. Joseph
2:3

out.
Only the best materials
and workmanship go Into on shoes, as with-

PRICE

out these the best fitting and most
stylish shoe would lose ltg shape In
no time. Our shoes wear well and
hold their shape.
Is Invariably the lowest consistent
with reliability. We piefer doing k"
large business on a small margin to
doing a small business on a largo
margin of profit.
Our Men's Shoes run from.
$1.65 to $4.00
Our Ladles' Shoes run from,
$1.35 to $4.00
Our Boys' and Girls' Shoes run from,
$1,00 to $2.75

r.

TROTTER

Nos. 118 and 120, South Second St.

The Triumph of the Piano Maker
There are undoubtedly good qualities In every standard

piano.

But

THE GENUINE CHECKERING
The triumphant result of over 80 years of endeavor, Is admitted to be
the standard of superiority for every good quality that any piano
could possess.

the

wiiiTsoisr
music co.
60UTH SECOND .STREET.

J

114

jyrwawvA 7

GlaSS,

Cement arid Rex Flintkote
Roofi ng.

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

-

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.

THIS IS THE TIME OF YEAR
THAT YOU HAVE OCCASIONAL
THOUGHTS OF XMAS.
BY NOVEMBER 1 THE RUSH FOR XMAS
WORK AT OUR 8TUDIO BECOMES
HARD TO HANDLE. IT IS TO DIVIDE
THIS NOVEMBER
RUSH
WITH THI8 MONTH THAT WE
MAKE THE FOLLOWING OFFER:
FROM OCTOBER 1 TO NOVEMBER
1 WE WILL GIVE
ONE 11x14 ENLARGED PORTRAIT WITH EVERY
DOZEN OF OUR GENUINE PLATINUM CABINET FOLDER PHOTOS.
IT IS OBVIOUS TO ALL THAT THIS
AFFORDS
AN
EXCELLENT

0
Jj

LUMBER

ANNOUNCEMENT

CHANCE TO OBTAIN A HANDSOME
XMAS GIFT AT VERY LITTLE
COST.
MOON A KELEHER, MAK-

ERS OF FINE PORTRAITS.
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DIAMONDS

RAILROAD

JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

ETC.

Mall orders receive apeelal attention.
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LEADINO JEWELER
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valley of "Calif" nia. Mr. Fnrr thinks CALL FOR BERNALILLO COUNTY
BONDS.
this valley the greatest on earth,"
right to think that
and In fact, ha
way.
The county commissioners of the
because eer thing he has
touched clown ' ' c has tunica" into county of Bernalillo, in the teirltory
good profits fi r him.
of New Mexico, In the exercise of the
option given by law, hereby give notice that the funding bonds dated Jul
NEW MEXICO MILITARY
1, 1895, Issued in two series, known
INSTI11TC GREAT SCHOOL as A and H, respectively, consisting
of 102 bonds of $500 each, numbered
COLONEL J. W. WILLSON TELL8 OF 1 to 102 both Inclusive, of series A,
WONDERFUL GROWTH AND AD- and 131) bonds of $100 each, numbered
VANTAGES fF LEADING TERRI. 1 to 139, both Inclusive, of series B,
which are payable at. the option of
TORI AL INSTITUTION.
said commissioners ten years after
Colonel j. V. Willson. commandant the date thereof, must be presenter
of the New .Mexico Military Institute for payment at the Chemical National
at. Roswell. is in the city In" attend
hank in the city of New York, or at
ance uporj the Masonic grand hidge the office of N. W. Harris ft company,
meeting. At the election of officers in the city or Chicago, 111., on or betoday by the g.nd bulge a very high fore the 15th day of November, 1905,
honor was conferred upon Colonel and that interest thereon will cease
Willson, he be; advanced from Junior after said date.
deacon to Juni"i' warden on the first
(Signed) ALFRED GRUNSFELD.
ballot. The junior wardenshlp Is a
Chairman.
much coveted posit ion and the selecJ. A. SUMMER3, Clerk.
tion of Colon1' Willson reflects much
See the window display of the Rio
credit upon him.
The colonel
enthusiastic about the Grande Woolen Mills at the Glole
New Mexico Military Institute. In con- store, then ask for those $3.60 walkversation with a Citizen reporter he ing skirts.
gave out some interesting information
New Tailor Shop.
regarding this school, which in the
A. J. Morelll, the well known tailor
eight years of its existence has grown
reopened a tailor chop on North
from a small s i.ool to one of the lend- has
First street, where he is ready to
ing education.il
institutions of the clean,
press and repair ladies' and
southwest.
clothing. Suits made to order.
"We have one of the best schools in cents'
Patronage of former customers solicitthe west," said Colonel Willson, "and
this year we have had to turn many ed.
young men away for lack of accomEvery woman wants a fine evening
modations. Tliu enrollment is 125 ca- coat, but the price has always been
dets, which Id all that we can possi- too high for the greater majority. Not
bly accommodate. This year we found so now, for if you will attend the sale
It necessary to turn away boys from of flno conts at the Golden Rule Drv
outside the territory, as it is our pur- Goods company, you will find them
pose to look first towards the accom- pticen witnm ine reacn ot nil. see
modation of New Mexico boys.
window display.
"Ihirlng the summer vacation we
made vast improvements to the school,
GOETZ'S PICALILLI AT MALOY'8
erecting several new buildings, remodeling and repainting the other
buildings and beautifying the parade
grounds. The school now comprises
eight handsome buildings, with a modern hospital in charge of a trained
nurse and fine water works system
and electric lights. There is no school
in the country of the same size that
Is better equipped. The school property la 'valued t $80,000 and is constantly being added to at the rate of
one or two new building's a year.
The academic staff Includes nine
professors, all graduates of eastern
colleges and universities.
Colonel
Willson Is on the staff of Governor
Otero.

17, 1905.

Question
'

When all the good features that
could be desired In a perfect clothing

store are added together
What Is the sum?

Answer
COMPLETE STOCKS

NEWEST GOODS
CORRECT STYLES
PERFECT STORE ORGANIZATION
LOWEST PRICES

SIMON STERN

c1

f

PLUMBING

l

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING
Call and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

IMMENSE ELECTRIC FAN
FOR LUMBER COMPANY
MAMMOTH
MACHINE, WEIGHING
36,000 POUNDS,
INSTALLED IN
PLANING MILL TO CARRY OFF
SAW DUST AND REFUSE.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

One of the. largest electrical fans in
existence has been installed in the
new planing mill at the plant of the
American Jjumber company in this
city. The fan stands over six feet
In
height and weighs over 36.UUO
pounds. The big piece of machinery
arrived last night from the east In a
Santa Fe express car attached to train
No. l, and it required the services of
a large force of railway employes and
others to unload It onto a truck, built
especially to handle It.
The fan was delayed twenty-fou- r
hours in shipment at Chicago, as It
was very hard to handle, and the trme
consumed in transferring It from one
express car to another was several
hours. A large crowd gathered at the
station last night to see it unloaded.
The fan is a part of the power
which carries away the sawdust and
other refMse in the planing mill. It is
one of the latest and most improved
pieces of planing mill machinery, and
cost a laige sum of money.

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,

Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. Write for Prices

Belting,

WHITNEY COMPANY
U3- IIS - 1 17 SoutbFlnt Street

MERCHANTS

Dance at Casino.
Wednesday night ,at 8:30 p. m., a
dance will be given at Casino hall,
Old Town. Only respectable couples
orV
admitted. Music by Loebs-Devlnchestra.

Tfi nntv Rbnrt Orcirr Lunch
Room in thcCity. Fine Coffee '
a Specialty, oie c c...n4 ci

The Ladies' Aid society of the Congregational church will hold a rummage sale at Shufflebarger's old stand
about October 28, The church parlors
will be open all day Thursday, October 19, to receive articles from any-
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MADE PICCALILLI
AND
8ARATOGA CHIPS,
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ZEIGER'S CAFE.
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SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN IF
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Two Ble Stores

I

YOU WANT THE NEWS

OO.

WM. MMNTOSK.

HARDWARE
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Now is the Time
'

To get your Stove Work done before the rush. Quick Meal, John
Van & Pacific Ranges; Radiant Home and Perfection Home Base
Burners ; Mountain Oak and G eat Western Heaters. The most complete line In the city,
AT LOWEST PRICES.
QUICK
QUICK

Ave.

0000000K00

Proprietors

HOT KLAST HEATERS.

DINNER

M
Ra lroa

E. J. POST

CHAS. F. MYERS.

The
PROTEK

North Fltit Strrct

3

Or between meals, any time, in
fact, one of our "La Plata Eagles" is a delightful smoke. They
have a delicious flavor, and are
good clear through, from end to
end. They please the most crit
ical smoker. This is only one
of the many good things In our
stock of choice cigars. We mention a few others to show you
our values:
Don Florlo, 3 for
2So
Don Recardo, 2 for A
25o
High Life
S
Dependable, 5o Little Sultano,5o

REPAIR SHOP.
Stoves repaired and set up; furni- Z
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
ture set up. and crated for shipment.
Rear of Walton's drug store:
L. H. SHOEMAKER.
FOR RENT Lovely furnished room,
and fine board, at 6u6 South Arno
See the window display of the Rio
street.
Grande Woolen Mills at the Globe
store, then ask for those 3.60 walk"Drip, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
ing skirts.
oettcr cook with safe gam.
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Buy a pair of our Overgatters and
wear your low shoes with comfort
during fall. We have them in seven
and
lengths, for men and
women.
Prices from 33c to 75c. C.
May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad
avenue.
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LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST

t

o

When fcor.ght right are a good Investment. Our prices are right We lnvltt
you to cil and examine the beautiful diamond goods we are offering;
also

WATCHES,

sanitnrium this morning.
I. 11. Johnson, of Denver, general
foreman of construction for the 1'os-ta- l
Telenraph and Cable company, is
here fur a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. T. II. Walsh expect
their son, Arthur Walsh, this evening.
The report that ho was arrested at
Canon City is a mistake.
PniiirreKsiumi
Tnwnev and nartv.
who have been touring 'Arizona, are
scheduled to arrive here from the west
at 11 o'clock tomorrow morning.
Miss Little, of Omaha, Neb., is dem
s
onstrating the good qualities of
beef extract as a table delicacy
at the Jaffa Grocery store this week.
Koy Stone, formerly of El Paso,
Texas, is in tho city with a view of
locating here.
Mr. Stone was engaged In the wholesale business in El
Paso.
Mrs. H. B. Steward and daughter,
mother and sister of John Steward,
the Job printer, have arrived from
Springer, Mr. Steward coming here a
short time ago.
J. n. Archuleta, the general merchant of Sandoval, is here purchasing
goods. He. reports his wife, who has
been seriously ill with typhoid fever
the past month, as convalescing.
Dr. T. A. Dabney and family, who
were residents of Artesia, In the Pecos valley, the past year, have arrived
In the territorial metropolis, and the
doctor may be induced to locate permanently in this city.
U. B. Myers, who y'ears oro was In
the grocery business on Gold avenue.
has Just returned from Colon, Panama, where for the past year and a half
life conducted
a stationery business
and prospered. He is now home to re
main a few weeks, but cannot tell, at
present, where he will locate next.
'The new Staab block on Railroad
avenue Is rapidly nearing completion,
and itv Is expected that It will oe
ready for occupancy before the first
of the year.
The building will be
one of the handsomest
business
blocks In the city and will add greatly
to the appearance of Railroad avenue.
Charles Custer, who was arrested at
Isleta Saturday evening by Special
Officer Charles Mainz, of the Santa
Fe, charged
with breaking into a
sealed car, will be given a hearing
before United States Commissioner H.
R. Whiting next Friday. The continuance was granted at the request of
the prisoner.
J. J. Wagner, (president of the Kansas City Stained Glass worts, ia in Albuquerque for the pui poBe of furnishing windows for the new Presbyterian
church and other new churches PUat
are proposed. Mr. Wagner Is an Intimate acquaintance of Charles and
Will Chad wick, the Gold avenue sheep
commission merchants.
Justice George R. Craig, of Pro-clc- t
No. 26, who recently returned
from the east where he spent the
past summer, has been busy remodeling hla offlee on South Third street.
New furniture, Including several fine
desks and a dozen chairs, have been
placed in the office, while the interior
has been repapered and varnished and
the office now presents a very neat
appearance.
John F. Stowe's big scenic production of "Ten Nights in a Bar Room"
company presents all the weird and
startling mechanical and scenic effects, a strong cast of twenty talented
artists, headed by Mr. Alvln Wyskoff,
the talented actor, as Joe Morgan, a
grand orchestra,
beautiful scenery,
etc., etc. At opera uouse, Thursday,
Oct. 19th. Seats are now on sale at
Matson's.
Judge Nathan Washburn and family
of Middleboro, Mass., arrived from the
west this morning, and are the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Washburn.
Judge Washburn is a brother of E. L.
Washburn, and is touring the west on
a pleasure trip. They spent a week
in Albuquerque the fore part of the
month, and are now 'returning from a
visit to southern California.
Judge
Washburn says that he finds Albu
querque very much to his liking.
J. W. Cox, a horse raiser of the
Datll mountains, came in from the
south this morning with thirty range
horses. William Farr, of Farr's meat
market. Inspected tho horses and pur- of them, which he
cnased twenty-twwill ship to his home in the Imperial
Cud-ahy'-

GETTING BREAKFAST
With food preparations from T. F.
Trotter's grocery Is thorough assurance that you are starting the day
right. This also holds good for all
other meals, as any article of food
purchased at our store can be absolutely depended upon for genuine ex- cellence. We thoroughly
test any
' goods offered
us, and retain In our
stock only those found good and
wholesome,

F.

Wed-

TUESDAY, OCTOBER

We Have a Special Scissor
and Shear
who wants to make a

clean-cu- t
stroke.
styles
Try
to select from.
a Wissj
different sizes and

For everybody

We carry many

MEAL RANGES.

MSAL

QUICK MEAL.

Collar.

QUICK

which can be found only on
Overcoats, prevents the fashionable, snug
fitting collar from crocking the white linen
collar beneath it. Can you imagine an
improvement to overcoats that could be
any more welcome to wearers than this?

MtAi

Stein-Bloc- h

0
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Agents for

Overcoats,

$12.50

to

$30

i.
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WICK -- tfit.
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122 South
Second Street

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

119 West
Gold Avenue
0

No. 215

West Railroad Avenue

-

f

-

-

Winchester Rifles and Shotguns, Winchester Ammunition, Colt's Revolvers and Automatic Pistols, Studebaker Buggies and Wagons, Eclipse
Wind Mills, STARR ETT'S Machfaist Tools a specialty.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

